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House Measure Would Remove
University Heads From Council
FRANKFORT', Ky. i" AP(—
While a Senate bill revamping
the Council on Public Higher
Education
progresses, a
slightly different House version
has been offered.
Under the measure introduced by; Rep. Joe Clarke,
D-Danville, the university and
college presidents—who now sit
on the council as non-voting
members—would be left off enThe Senate measure was reported favorably Thursday by
the Education Committee and
could be voted on soon.
Some critics of the council
have expressed concern about
the role of the ligersitY and
college presidents, contending
they exert more influence on
the citizen members of the
council than they should_ and
that it would be better if they
did not even attend meetings.
Three bills were introduced
in the'Senate relating to bank=
mg practices and loans.
One by William Logan, D.
Madisonville, would allow the .
banking commissioner to close
banks in event of emergency—
or leave this at the option of
bank officers if no proclamation has been issued.
Another by Logan would
double from five to 10 years the
installment payment period
permitted in bank loans, and
would allow an interest rate of
$6 per $100 per year instead of
the current limit of $5 for all
loans over $2,000.
A measure by Rep. Delbert
Murphy, D-Owensboro, would
recognize as "normal, proper
and necessary" investments by
a bank in real and personal
property.
Other bills introduced:
—To make an eyesight test
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Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
has designated the week of
January 30 through February 5,
1972 as "Murray Clergy Week."
Mayor Ellis "deems it a great
honor and privilege to be host
through the Murray Civitan
Club to a large segment of the
Clergy of this city to celebrate
this event.
"I deem it appropriate on the
part of the Mayor to welcome
all of those members of the
Clergy who have favored this
city by meeting here; and wish
to proclaim this part of the
event, as "International Clergy
week" to commemmorate the
part played by those members
of the Clergy of our Community,' the Mayor went on.
"Now, therefore, I, Holmes
Ellis, Mayor of. the city of
Murray, Kentucky, do hereby
call upon the members of the
Murray Civitan Club and all of
the Citizens of the City of
Murray, Kentucky, to observe
_ the week of January 30, 1972, as
'Murray Clergy Week' for the
purpose of recalling to this
acthe
community
concomplishments and
tributions made to our city by
the Clergy who serve its citizens
as well as those in the nation at
large," the Mayor concluded.

Jackson Purchase
Cloudy and continued cold
with a chance of very light
snow this morning. Little or no
accumulation. Partial clearing
and cold this afternoon. High 27
to 32. Fair and colder tonight.
Low 10 to 15. Sunday fair and
cold...hikh 35 to 40. Monday
partly cloudy and cold.
Kentucky
Extended outlook
Monday through Wednesday
'A chance of snow Tuesday
and Tuesday night, otherwise
partly cloudy and continued
cold during the period. Lows in
the 20s. Highs in the upper 30s.
•

mandatory for the initial examination for an operator's license, but to allow driver IIcerise renewals under special
restrictions, by Clarke.
—To make it a criminal offense to, defraud or trying to
defraud a hospital or nursing
home in' - obtaining accommodations. Rep. Darvin Allen,
D-Royalton.
—Extending regulation and licensing.--of—pawribrokers. to
counties as well as cities, Rep.
James Dunn, D-Louisville.
To provide for the licensing,
regulation and inspection of priYata_. emplaynaent—agencies,
Rep,James Yocom,D-Shively.
—tural Rethena
sources Department to obtain
scenic and recreational ease-

ments on, land next to waterways, Rep. Richard Lewis, 1).
Benton.
Raising the pay of county ittorneys from a minimum of
$125 monthly to a minimum of
$500 a month, Rep. William
Kentcin, D-Lexington.
—Exempting from the sales
tax any equipment bought by
an official volunteer fire department for its dunes, MurPhY•

rally. Porter scored 12 points in 56 lead, the outcome of the
By MIKE BRANDON
the second frame as the Tigers game still seemed in doubt. But
Ledger & Times Sports. Writer
upped the lead to as much as 11 four points by Porter McCuiston
Who says the lion is the king
•
points.
and two by Dean Willis and
of the jungle? Last night the
The first half ended with Tyrone McCuiston broke the
Tigers were supreme as
of'nine
lead
Murray enjoying a
game up during 'a two minute
Murray High rolled to a 77-68
points, 43-34. The Tigers burned span.
win over the Lions of Sedalia.
the cords from the bucket in the
The six point lead jumped to
A large crowd in the Tigers'
first half by hitting on 17-27 for 14, 70-56 with just over three
lair witnessed Murray jump to
an astounding .630 clip from the minutes left in the contest as the
a 7-0 lead at the outset of the
If that's not good enough hustling Tigers grabbed their
first stanza as the Tigers had field.
for_ you then note the second
•shgotij
in a- row. Murray
r hotest shooting night of theTigers' free throw shooting. finished the night by hitting on
season.
9-10
on
connected
Murray
32-50 from the floor for a
An air tight 2-1-2 zone
charity tosses for a great 90 per phenomenal .577 average. •
defense combined with the
cent.
Porter__McCuiston upped .his
oidatanding
playing Of
—Porter McCuiston was simply season scoring average to 19.4
OWer MeCuiston and Deaa
too much for Sedalia in the half. points by banging in 32 points. in
Willis vaulted Murray ta_a _
The Outstanding senior forward pacing the Tigers to the win.
of
end
the
at
lead
the
19-12
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
pumped in 20 points and The high leaping se,nior also
first period. MeCuiston fired
Here is the status of major leggathered nine rebounds in one grabbed 20 rebounds as the
in eight points while the.
islation in the 1972 Kentucky
of the best individual per- Tigers had a lopsided adalways hustling Willis stole
General Assembly.
formances witnessed this vantage in the rebounding
the ball three times from •
State Budget—Not yet inseason. Tprone McCuiston department.
Sedalia, in addition to
troduced.
netted seven points and grabbed
Dean Willis played his
fleeting six points.
Consumer Fraud—SB52 to
12 rebounds.
finest game of the season.
Sedalia
managed t4 pull
outlaw fraud has passed in the
Murray was enjoying a 5141- The scrappy junior guard
ESCAPE RITITIV.--40V:.-111aliiiour. assistant10 -Ohio Penwithin four points midway
Senate and gone to the House.
lead midway through the third
examines a makeshift wire
Opiths11,
itentiary
Harold
Warden
was all over the floor on
through the second quarter but
Public Defender—HB198 has
frame when -Sedalia. made a
rope used by three inmatesalillaalliaped from the prison.
defense. Willis was also a
the deadly shootiag of Porter
been assigned to committee in
valiant comeback. The Lions
AP W trephoto
great asset for the offense by
McCuiston stifled the Lions'
the House. •
started knawing away at the
banging in 14 points and
lead and outscored Murray over
Sunday Closing—SB68 to alhitting the open man with the
the final four minutes 11-3 as the
low local option has passed in
pass at the right time.
quarter ended with the Toon
the Senate and gone to the
Tyrone McCuiston fired in 11
charges in from 56-52.
House. Three other bills are in
points and pulled down 15
The McCuiston brothers went rebounds in a strong showing by
committee in the House.
back to work in the final frame the .young sophomore center.
Strip Mining—Several bills to
as uf Tigers began to open the Speedy Thurman Foster scored
regulate surface mining have
margin over Sedalia. Porter
been introduced in the House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— placed on the desks of .the by the present division of spe- and Tyrone each scored buckets
and Senate.
Reapportionment—HB112 has Bills to create a bureau for douse and Senate clerks for cial education irt the depart- in the first 30 seconds of the
quarter and Murray took a 60-52
passed in the House and been educating exceptional children possible revision by the next ment's-Bureau of Instruction.
An identical bill is in com- lead.
and to give legislators a chance general assembly.
sent to the Senate.
SB36 carries the major rec- mittee in the House, which has
With Murray clinging to a 62Water Quality —SB88 to estab- • to approve administrative reguof a special task been awaiting Senate action be
ommendation
lish water quality standards for lations have received passage
force which studied the needs
considering the proposal.
all Kentucky streams has been in the Kentucky Senate.
gteeptional children in Ken- The bill makes no provision for
The chamber also approsted
assigned to committee in the
Friday a bill allowing- -Circuit lucky and made its I elan t last funds - big Downing said, "I
Senate.
think we all realize in order to
court clerks to raise their depu- fad
Insurance—SB83 to require ties salaries. All three 'fleas, MIL Gibson Downing, D-Lex- - serve these children funds must
on
liadeductabillty
auto
PADUC'Ali, Ky. i AP) — Fire
ington, said a separate bureau be allocated."
Dr. John Mitchell, vocational $100
ores now go to the House.
The Murray Rescue Squad erupted in the top floor of the
guidance counsultant, family bility insurance and arbitration
SB71 would raise the ceilings
SB13, prefiled for The Inter-'. was the only • way to provide
Irvin Cobb Hotel in downtown
ministry
and
vocational for claims under $3,000 has irn Committee on State Govern- -intelligent, long-range plan- on deputy circuit clerks' annual was called to the home of Bob
guidance section, church ad- been assigned to committee in ment, would create a three- ning" for Kentucky's physically salaries from $6,600 to $8,400 LaMastus Friday at 10:40 a.m. Paducah Friday night, leaving
The Squad. arrived at the several residents homeless. ministration department, the Senate.
member subcommittee of the and mentally handicapped and .for.first deputies, $6,400 to $7,Bill
Generic Drugs--HB43 to re• City Volice took the hotel's
Sunday* School Board of the
200 for second deputies and $4,- laMastus home, in .the
Legislative Research Commis- intellectually gifted caldren.
Dodson Subdivision west of tenants to Paducah City Hall,
He said the task force esti- 800 to $6,600 for all others.
Southern Baptist Convention, quire use of generic names on sion to review regulations' put
Murray, at 10:55 a.m. The
where they werelodged for the
Nashville, will be teaching the prescriptions has been assigned forth by administrative bodies. mated..there were at least 94,source of the fire was an
night. No injuries were reportbook of Job at Memorial Baptist to committee in the House.
At present regulations become 500 such children in the state,
electric clothes dryer that had ed.
Wild Rivers—SB138 to estabNOTICE
-Church, January 30 through
law 30 days after they are filed only about 15,000 of -whom are
The hotel, owned by Charlie
To the music students of Miss overheated. The fire was out on
receiving special attention.
February 2. Dr. Mitchell will be lish a wild rivers system in with the LRC.
Supt. of Public Instruction Lillian Watters. Miss Watters is arrival and no damage was Anderson, is primarily residenspeaking at both services on Kentucky has received second
The bill is designed to see
ill at Murray Hospital reported.
tial. It was once an important
Sunday and Monday through reading in the Senate.
that the intent of legislation is Lyman Ginger has opposed seriously
The Murray Fire Department convention hotel in Paducah.
been hospitalized
having
bureau,
after
special
a
of
creation
Wednesday nights at 7:00.
maintained in accompanying
costly and in a Memphis Hospital for responded with one unit to aid .1
The fire was confined to the
A native of Cadiz, Mitchell
regulations. Sen. Lacey Smith, saying it would be
legislature's several months. Students owing the Rescue Squad.
ninth
floor of the building. Fire
the
wasn't
it
that
came to the board from Canders
D-1Louisville, said many times
Personnel answering the Chief Leon Dodge said the fire
depart- for music lessons are asked to
Baptist Church, Sanders, Ky.,
agencies have "imported into prerogative to tell his
itself. please send their checks to the alarm for the Rescue Squad
may have started in the launwhere he served as,pastor. He
statutes meanings not intended ment how to organize
of Bank of Murray in charge of were Jimmy Kelly, Aaron dry, located on that floor.
needs
the
contends
(;inger
earned a bachelor ofarts
by them and deported out
Dowdy. and Max Dowdy,
There was smoke and water
exceptional children can be met Neva Gray Allbritten.
degree from Western Kenticky
meanings which are."
to the top three- floors„ '
damage
University, Bowling Green. He
He said the bill didn't go far
but officials had no estimate of
also holds a bachelor of divinity
Etre, David C. Roos, minister enough since "an agency may
damage.
and doctor of theology degrees of the First Christian Church, ignore with impugnity" an tin-'
from
Southern
Baptist will speak on the topic "Accept favorable recommendation by
Theological
Acceptance" Sunday.
Seminary,
,he subcommittee of a proposed,
Louisville, Ky.
Bro. Roos will use as his 'regulation.
He is married to the former 'scripture Romans 5:15-21. The
The bill, Smith said, "nibbles
Miss Barbara Hayes. They have Chancel Choir will present "All at the question of the proper ala son, David.
People Sing Praises" as the location of power between the
But senators from northern people from either Kenton or
Dr. Mitchell's subjects for the Anthem.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP
executive and the legislative
study are: "Learning How to
Worship leader for Sunday' branches."
administration's Kentucky especially propably Campbell County to out in the
The
vigorously, just as 6th instead 6f taking 28,000
Live', Sunday morning; "All will be Henry Holton. Elders
He noted, however, that the congressional reapportionment will protest
Eight from Murray are
That a Man Can Take:', Sunday will be Preston Holland and measure would give the sub- bill has gone over to the Ken- their colleagues in the House from each of them.
of the production staff
members
and
does
was
power
measure
"Political
the
before
did
night; "The Need for Near- Gene Iandolt. Deaconesses and committee a chance to call to tucky Senate which is expected
for "Campus- Lights _1972" at
Henry Fulton, the attention of the public and to approve it unchanged as the passed easily Friday on a 75-18 should rest with local, units Of
deacons are
ne'ss", Monday night; "Who
government," Schmidt de- Murray State University Feb.
vote.
Are You...?", Tuesday night; Captain, Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., press possible shortcomings in House already has done.
DSheehan,
"HB 112 guts the politi- 24-2.5-26.
clared.
Gus
.Sen.
Who Is God...". Wednesday Rebecca DUblin.B. D. Hall, Don a -proposed regulation.
They are: Roy Gene Dunn,
represents cal power of the first and secwho
Covington,
night.
McCord, W. C. Mekeel, 'Dr.
It also provides that all reguengineer; Cecilia Cavitt
sound
which
4th
County
the
counties-,in
largest
Kenton
ond
souther
Sinwelcome
and William Seale, Kenneth
Everyone is
lations disapproved by the subwould be moved from the 4th to ('ongressional District and the Dunn, chorus; Diane Clark,
urged to attend these studies. clair, and Fred Wells.
committee and not revised be
the 6th Congressional District third and fourth largest in the (horus; Kathy Lovett Cleaver,
under the bill, said "If possible, commonwealth ( Kenton • and chorus; Don_lAmpkin, dancer;__
Charles Michael Ryan, band;
we'll probably try to change it."
Rep. John Isler, D-Covington, Donald Maley. cast; and Susan
But he acknowledged that the
Chief of Police James M.
Brown reported the citations measure, House Bill 112, "looks said that HB 112 is another ex- Nance, writer.
This year's musical comedy
issued by the Murray Police like it's pretty well greased." amplelhat "Northern Kentucky
is a part of the aniversity's
While there never was-much is an orphan except at tax
Department from December 17
(;olden
Anmyersary
obthrough January 20 as follows: question but that the House
servance.
would pass the bill as submPublic drunkenness 27; DWI
Written, performed, and
rnitted, that feeling was rein14; disregarding a stop light 1;
directed by Murray State
1; forced Friday upon approval of
registration
improper
students, thei5-year-old show is
a motion. for the previous
disorderly conduct 5; petty
university
all
sponsored 'by
off
cuts
which
question,
no
7.
larceny 1,. reckless driving
chapters of Sigma Alpha Iota
amendments. The motion to
operator's license 2; driving on
and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
that effect by. Majority Leader
1:
license..
suspended
professional music fraternities
John Swinford as he called up
fraudulently using credit car 1:
to raise money' for freshman
the bill carried ma vote of 56speedino 5; disregarding stop
Bro. Dean Ross will speak on music scholarships.
32.
sign 3; shooting firearms in city
Curtain time for each perApparently referring to part the subject "Many creeds, but
limits 1; disturbing the peace 1;
Inof Kentucky's rongressional only one cross," this Sunday at formance is 8115 p.m.
fleeing police officer 2; unor
each
$2
are
Murray
Church
the
Christian
dividual
tickets
indecent
delegation,
Schmidt charged
necessary noise 1.
Bro. Clarence Wilkinson will xyailabloat a special group rate
that "four or five men whose
exposure I.
personal political ambition was be teaching the Bible School of $1 75 each for groups of 25 or
Chief Brown reported 36
placed above .concern for lesson for the adults. Bro Rill more. Tickets may be obtained
automobile- accidents and
Call
and
Bro. .Darwin by sending a check and a selfpeople drafted this bill."
ordering
and
twenty
breaking
0 3
1.
t
add)esmsi, stamped envelope
Weatherfortwill
Or
"Four
in
men
theni
five
Washof
half
almost
reports with
S it: I
to:
service.
communion
ington,- he asserted, "have
being solved thus far. He
Richard W. Farrell, ChairBible achool.will start at 9:45
pressured out governor and
reported that the City Court of
Ross will man, Musk' Department, Price
Bro.
ages.
all
for
'a.m.
let
to
have
afraid
him
the
made
of
disposed
PREPARING FOR WINTER QEYMPICS—Japanese soldiers pack down snowon the 90-meter ski .Judge Don Overbey
teach the college Bible School Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
committee do their work."
the 74 citation cases as follows'
jump during preparations for the winter Olympics in Sopporo, Japan. The city of Sopporo can he seen
class.'Me worship service will State thiii'ersity, Murray, Ky.,
have
would
it
said
Schmidt
them
if
27
and
47
charged
as
in the background.
'42071.
start at 10:45 a.m.
to
better
56,000
been
take
dismissed.

Legislative
Boxscore

Bill Creating Bureau For Educating
Exceptional Children Passes Senate

Fire Erupts
On Top Floor
Of Irvin Cobb

Bro. Roos Gives
Sermon Topic For
Sunday Services

Eight Murrayans
On Campus Lights
Production Staff
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Questions
rid
rs.

Internal

Revenue
irervka

Form PB-1 should be mailed to increase in monthly rent over
the Pay Board, P.O. Box 1498, the base rent for a capital
Washington, D.C. 20013; Forms improvement such as this may
P&Z-shoukt-Ifts-mailed to The not be more than I% percent of 41
that part of the cost of the •
sonserionswisoturftottaff
Pay Board at'P.O. tlox 1499.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
Q. When can a retailer raise capital improvement allocable
as Second Class Matter
to your apartment.
his prices?
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
If the capital improvement
A. A retailer may charge a
IS the Integrity of its Newspaper
price in excess of the base price allocable to your apartment. If the capital improvement
whenever its customary inital
SATURDAY-JANUARY 29, 1972
percentage markup after Nov. increases your monthly rent by
••
10 percent or more, your lanQ. Do doctor's offices have to 13, 1971, with respect to the
property sold is equal to or less dlord must obtain prior appost their base prices?
proval from the Internal
A. Noninstitutional providers than its last _customary initial
He bath prepared his throne for judgment.-Psalm 9:7.
of health services, such ,as percentage markup before Revenue Service before in- ,
Since we must all appear there,all our judgments and decisions
doctors, dentists, etc., and November 14, 1971 or, at its creasing your rent, unless such
should be made in that light.. .
institutional providers, such as option, during its last fiscal _improvement is required- by -,
hospitals and skilled nursing year ending before August 15, local law or the terms of a
of all mortgage or deed of trust.
homes, must maintain at each 1971. The aggregate effeet/
Q. Do "wages and salaries"
of their facilities a schedule of its price changesihust not be
stabilization
to increase its profit margin under the
showing
prices
base
for
their
by Carl Riblet Jr.
program
include
employer
over
which
that
prevailed
principal services and each
contributions to pension or
The world being what it is, full of error and inthe base period.
cha e in those ,plicea.__The-i during
-. y •pa. alit • denier'-1 profit-sharing plans?
competence, many things are opened by mistake,
sc-h Liles must be made
A. No. .The recent amendment
plans to build a swimming
but none so often as the mouth.
available for public inspection
ments to the Economic
and a copy must be furnished to pool for the use of the tenants.
"Teeth placed before the tongue give good advice."
Stabilization Act of 1970 exclude
The Internal Revenue Service
Hew much can they rat
"my from the
-Italian Proverb
definition of wages ,
cover
rent
to
the
of
the
cost
upon request. Health providers
and salaries contributions by,
also must post a sign (minimum SWininling P/Xa?
employers pursuant
21" by 28"t in a prominent-4-1 ) a pension, profit sharing, or
A. Generally, the allowable
place in each of their facilities.
annunity and savings plan
through
limbs
surge
is
the
stating
and
the
availability
and
-You can't judge a book by its
considered "qualified" under
location of the schedule.
cover, and the same holds true ready to contribute to the
the Internal Revenue Code;
new
tiny
No
fruit
of
growth
price
the
may
be
increased
for judging an orange by its
yany-groapiasurance plan;
blossoms.
Often,
formed
the
beofre
ELECTRIC
by
the
sign is posted and the
lor-which- - isn't ----ahrays
TRTh1
schedule is made available.
this green will appear in the
3) any diatbdity and health
Q. Will prenotifiers and
Some oranges--and peel of thoroughly ripened fruit
Plan,
•
len
NASHVILLE,
regreening.
,
reporting
That's
firms get quicker
giipefruit, too-come in shades
oldest rides will be unless the Pay' Board deter"
serviceby submitting reports to the world's old
Oddly enough,.citrus does not
tailor-made for St. Patrick's
him u s Tmines that such...contributions-4i_
t
- -Internet pevenue offices?
Day. But don't be put off-the ripen like most other fruits after
American are unreasonably- inconsistent
of
Home
"The
fruit
picked
must
being
The
A.. No. Although the
green coloring has nothing
with Pay Board standards.
necessary
formsfor Music," according to Pete
whatsoever to do with ripened meet all maturity standards set
Congress must decide this year
The fact is that the great majority
Logan,
Logan.
president
of
prenotifiers
ComCitrus
Florida
the
and
by
reporting
firms
or maturity of the fruit. In fact,
are available at IRS offices, Loagn Showcrafts, Inc., pf
whether to give the Amtrak railroad
of Americans have formed the habit
citru,s fruits are just as mission before being shipped to
completed forms should be Miami, Florida, is considered
market.
passenger service another big inripe, jtd,çy and delicious as the
of doing most of their traveling by
mailed to the Pay Board or the on of the nation's leading
So don't be fooled by the color
bright rapge and yellow
fusion of federal funds or concede
car, plane or bus. They have the
Price Commission. Price authorities on amusement
Florida orange or
counterparts
t appear at of a
that its attempt to save rail travel in
notifications should be mailed parks and rides.
means to supr3rt that habit, and the
season. grapefruit in the produce
other . times in
the United States of America is headLogan found the antique
to the Price Commission, P. 0.
department of the supermarket.
The presence of drunge,
antiquated equ:pmetit and trackage
ing down the wrong track.
Box 193.0, Washington, D.C. rolling gondola ride for
If the fruit is green, yellow or
yellow or green coloring in the
available to Amtrak is unsuited to the
20036. Wage notifications on Opryland U.S.A., a $28 million
orange, it is ripe, or it wouldn't
Continuing subsidies were not part
Now Sh owlti
orange and grapefruit peels is
eornfortab)e,
all-family entertainment- theme
high4peeri rail- travel
there.
determined by temperatures.
the
o
f
th
1
over
took
tr
a
k
park. The eight chariot ride is a
--Ren‘ve the green peel from knovat in Europe and-Japan.
Cool weather gives the fruit -its
Sean Connery
forerunner of the modern day
operation of the nation's." passenger
an orange or grapefruit and
_ While traffic problems concern for_
familiar colorful blush and
carousel
was
horse-type
which
to tell the dit
-There is no
aJames Bond 007'
y 1with a $40 tilli°n
trains last May
there simply hasn't been
the emdrtmment and_advances in rail
Introduced to the- amusement
ference between
t fruit esti aDiamonds
enough cool weather in Florida
start-up grant, $100 million in federal
world in the late 1880's.
travel tectidology may eventually
brightly colored pr
"Look
Forever"
Are
this year to make the change
Although no Specific date can
at the heart-not at the
loan guarantees and $203 million from
briAg a chaTe in our travel habits,
from the inherent green to a
be established------few•-.-the
-MOSCLE-SHOSIOI,
the railroad fridustrl? -1CMwi thriernithe char'
obvioasly noi going- to- deep orange or yellow color.
t 50
,ad development of the antique
private
corporation
is-attleing
the-gov---ovennlpht
no
---occur
Thls-has teen a Most unusual
withio. 11.40,riad ':-:;preifeisional•-agriciitttoral Opryland ride,.-`"`T
Logan
—enunent for $170 million more'to SUS._ that would put the present Amtrakwinter and spring blossoms
NiteVatT25 & 9:45
workeil from'the liven Valley estimates that it was built in
Today
Saturday,
is
Jan.
M,
have begun to appear in
tain operations through July 1, p73,
system in the black without prolonged
states held an Agricultural the early 1880's in the Black
1:25
the 29th day of 1972 with 337
& 3:45 Sat & Sun
January.
and concedes that this will only buy
federal subsidies.
Opportiinity Workshop at TVA's Forest section of Germany.
days
to
follow.
Fruit that was green when in
National Fertilizer Develop- "Normally a ride like this was
time to seek -the kind-of- -innovations
The moon is approaching full
Congress would do well t:consider
the formative stages months
built like a giant cuckoo clock
- ment Center last week. •
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The
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Amtrak so far has failed to make
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the warm,
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Association. "We hope the with woodcarvings and German
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shown a 30 per cent increase in paglowing
color
generally
a
_to the Amtrak system pimply
gondolas
workshop. provides a setting paintings. The
On this date in history: '
characterist of citrus in the
tronage. Amtrak has been a dis- " to satLsl'Y the pride of congressmen.
where farmers and professional resemble ornate horse-drawn
In 1861 Kansas entered the
United States. Thailanders
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companies
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role of agriculture_ and resource
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be surprised by colors of the
iru Em- -development activities
posed of eight teams: Buffalo,
in the collector's items, but all the
same fruit in countries with
There was prohably a good bit- of
proved service in these urba
German rococo art that adorns
future".
_ Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,
cooler climates.
wishful thinking behind the idea- that
dors'need the government EA a partTopies included the status and the underneath side of the
Indianapolis, Kansas City, Mil- Another phenomenon of citrus
Initial gOverninent support and the
net' at all.
outlook for the agricultural canopy which covers the entire
waukee and Minneapolis.
.
_ in Florida is the mysterious
economy
in the area; the role of ride is worth a small fortune.
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the
to
In
first
1936men
The
taxpayer
should not be asked
process in which brightly
credit
in
farm development; Art scenes include young
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table
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would make Amtrak 'a
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colored fruit will turn green
and the importance of farm German girls, babies and a
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paying
proposition
by
mid-1973,
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as
on many other routes on the uncermarkets. Participants also recurring bat motif. "Bats were
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liin promise-that a new go'den age is
studied the signfificance of used as a German good luck
tablished Amtrak.,
nature
that
is
called and Honus Wagner.
' ertilizer technology in resource symbol," Logan says.
two tools around the bend.
"regreening."
„development, the introduction
Logan needed a good luck
In 1936 France vetoed the
Some varieties of citrus are application of Great Brita-Th to
of new farm enterprises, and symbol when he started to put
unique in that the trees bear join the Common Market.
opportunities for specialization. the ride back together. It came
both blossoms and fruit at the
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how
A thought for the day:
the
ride
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program participants in the
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the new blossoms appear on the Thomas Paine said, "A bad
By Janey Kelso
All you have to do is look and stamina for active land-grant university TVA- supposed to look was a nearly
schedules;
Choices,
Chokes,
help to keep you
trees, chlorophyll--the green
-every day around you to see evidence of
11.50
cause will ever be supported by
sponsored program were faded color picture postcard.
we have so many choices to the food choices other people . mentally alert and glad to be
element in plants-begins to
"Reconstructing the ride was
bad means and bed men."
among the farmers attending
make! Some are easy, some make. As you'll see, there are alive.
Speakers for the workshop were like putting a giant jigsaw
hard to make. What shall
wise food choices. And there are
from all Valley states and from puzzle together," Logan says.
wear? Where shall I go? Which foolish ones. Your mirror will
"Sometimes we would take a
TVA.
A HARR, NOVAK
job shall I take? What about
piece of the ride from a pile and
reflect your choices.
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It took us nearly four months to
IUPII wherever there is shelter. Stay
waist-y snacks that while away
Hiring
Ex
-Convicts
Snovanobilers, campers and
put the right pieces in the right
put to conserve energy. Allow course, What Shall I Eat?
your time,your figure, and your
hikers, know the rules of a search party to find you
Choosing what to eat is one appetite ,but don't carry their
places."
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winter survival before you instead of. juin wandering thing we all do every day. weight in vital nutrients-in
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ing ex-convicts to case their will be featured on its own
- and wilds of the woods.
At the first sign of frostbite It is important! Why are food well as carbohYdrate .and fat.
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stores.
Frog Info 753-3694
Rules, cited in the - numbness, followed by choices so important?
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American Medical Association
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Because what you eat affects much of all kinds or binges of a who use typewriters or other the business of holdups to tell entertainment and recreation
Tonite 8 Sun.
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Don't nib.
fact for many years to -come.
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Winning combinations of all- reduce processing costs for the ban Santa Ana.
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The program in adjoining Los at the park.
-Learn how to use, in a blizzard. stay in the car. 'The human body is mire around-good foods at mealtimes government.
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special optical scanning consultants in San Diego Coun- present the story of America's
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Cam ii, NI al
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be.
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bands,
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preparing for all imaginable
P.S.-Beware of icedlover
foods, your body will lack the needed nutrient!, daily is just returns are still acceptable. cent in the last four years while
setbacks before you start out.
Opryland U.S.A. is a
bodies of water. Three inches
the
caseload
of
mental
local
essential nutritents to launch good _sense.
Some of -the problems and - are neceisiliy :to support 'MOONLIGHTING
development of the National
selected However, employers who send
health-mental
retardation life
what to do about them:
man; many More for a out Mt a healthy and successful foodS can add to your-social life in handwritten returns were
and Accident'-insuranee
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centers has tripled.
If you get lost, dig in
and good times; supply energy asked to write legibl/.
snowmobile.
Company.
This column of questions and
answers on the President's
Economic Stabilization.
Program is provided by the
local office of the U. S. Internal
Revenue
Service and is
published as a public service.
The column answers questions
most frequently asked about
wages and prices.
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dicappel-Girls Talk About
Facitlekifiusuailroblems
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NEW YORK- (AP) - taught them to distrust them"FM afraid to talk because selves, to believe they have
-10
-hietimes 'the-ifOrdi -don't----P°°r itidgmern':-•end-theY come
to the conclusion that there is
come out right."
something 'wrong' with them.
"You're not so special. By- and that-they deserve in
sortie
erytiody's afraid of that."
way the treatment they reopen:fd
"Practically every girl in the ceive."
•
meeting
the
-wotid-itas-a-toyfrieral7 and I .
.,
3 50f,t735130ken
Executive Board of the Kiritsey
nevertildttecaute rnever know
The home of Mrs. Dan Kelly
thinking their problems are
Parent-Teacher Association
what to say."
I
was the scene of the January
unique, but they soon learn that
held on Wednesday, January 19,
''What can you say when
meeting
of
•
the
Sunnyside at one o'clock in the afternoon.
most of the girls share thee.
people call you cruel names?concerns. lois snaring helps
Homemakers
Club
held
The five young handicapped
The president, Mrs. Rudy
them confront and modify the
recently'with Mrs. Van Futrell,
By Abigail Van Buren
girls were seated in a circle, negative feelings they have had
Lovett, presided. Plans were
president,
presiding.
, This was the fourth weekly about themselves. The
made for the PTA basketball
girls be"Guarantees and Warranmeeting of their group, and
games to be played this year.
gin to get a sense that 'Maybe.
DEAR ABBY: I wonder if other men have my problem.
ties"
was
the
theme
of
the
they were comfortable enough just maybe,everything I've suiThe first will be with Hazel at
and if so, what can be done about it.
lesson presented by Mrs. Van
te talk honestly and openly fered isn!Sall my fault.'"
Kirksey on Thursday, January
I
a
come
quiet,
from
family,
soft-spoken
and
I
am
mar_ Futrell and Mrs. Keys MC--••
about what troubled them.
Miss Lorenz said such real-27 at seven p.m.
ried to a woman who never speaks in a normal voice She
Miss Lois Lorenz, a social izalion helps the girls become
CUiston. Mrs. Futrell also
ThoSe present were Principal
yells! She never tells anyone to do anything She shouts
Worker in the Brooklyn,Bureau
directed the members in
,lose to each ('her. "They
commands. And she keeps shouting until the children shout
Johnny Bohannon, Mesdames
of Community., ScrYiCe'S De- share experiences. They- give
_making tissue paper flowers,
back at her, which I do not like.
Richard Armstrong, Harold
partment for the Handicapped, each other suggestions on ways
Thesecretary-treasurer's Fones, James Miller, Charles
hollers
She
windows
doors
also
out
of
and
at
the
the
and leader of the group, says of handling their families or
report was given by Mrs. Dan
children until I am ashamed before the neighbors
Tucker, Rollie Henson, Bobby
handicapped persons face prob- friends. They learn to trust.'
Kelly. Suggfations for future
I
have
spoken
to
it
to
her
no
about
avail.
even
I
cannot
lems we all face.
Locke, Howard Darnell, Billy
Miss Lorenz says they also
lessons
were discussed and new Bazzell,
talk on the telephone at home for all the noise in the
"However, their handicaps explore the feelings of others in
Glen Gibbs, and Rudy
sunshine
friends were Lovett.
may make things even more the group. This gives them ,
background. It is getting so that I hate to come home in the
revealed.
difficult for them," she said. 'feedback' on their own behalfevening. What do you suggest?
TIRED EARS
The next meeting will be held
At neon a delicious potluck
the-girls have-many ior, and permits-diem
on
Wednesday, February le, at
DEAR TIRED: One who constantly shouts is tonally ' luncheon was served to the
problems in common.
what is appropriate to say and
one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
nervous, irritable and angry. If your wife has reties*
eight members and two visitors,.
"Their parents have restrict- to ha
Harold fienes.
.
"'"" inhre-at-hale-as
developestilki.tabit of shouting, she may neetle-aita-a--Mrs. Tommy Lane and Mrs.
--ed-thetrifeuvtlles because they - partitipate in groupactivities'.
doctor.
If
she
this
you
way
was
when
married
her.- sufr
Ronnie Burkeen,
are limited. They have been
One of the important results
member, a Sea. may fall in love with a dimple. bat he
guided and supervised asif they of the group is tee_ friendships.
The next meeting will be held
has t
the whole girl.
were children. Somihave nevare formed 10
°
On ThlIrgla.Y..„.Yebruary 10,.
\ -of Vegetable Soup
She
Cresm
beerf -allowetttirlaVe
grouyi
Im
10:30 a.m. at the home of Mrs.
with Orange Sauce
homes alone. They have not girls havenever before ha a
Pancakes
DEAR ABBY: I am getting engaged soon and my
"'Mickey cherry.
been permitted to make de- friend," Miss Lorenz says. .
PANCAKES WITH ORANGE
'"'"41 fiance wants to give me a ring that has been a family
cisions for themselves.
SAUCE
Answering questions about
heirloom kir years.
most"Cobansseicquenneedstly..
donhav,et,
A make-yourself topping. .
Last week he brought it over and showed it to me-but
never learned to deal with Pe.rtaht Part -0f _the
2 tablespoons sugar
owlet
-people or'arrange for their meetings. "When I am asked, . Abby, I don't like it at all. It is really gaudyAnd I can't_ans____14
1 tablespoon conistarch
myself
wearing
anything
like
that.
They
teaspoon salt
/
1
2
%mild I tell my flance_i_don't like_ it? Or Mould I
Group III of the- Baptist
11/
4 cups orange juice
knowhew-61-41 simPle-thingsi
accept
it
so-everyone.ebie
will
be
happy?
SUFFER-RING
such as shopping fo'r clothing 1
Women of the First Baptist
1 medium orange
to nte?', it
helpI the
.
or asking directions. They have.,..persaa Leann the-factual range. -. DEAR SUFFERaltiNG.
14 cup golden raisins_
i him U be wants te-glve It to- Dusgb held _its__ _January..
never learned to talk to
-ilkiy or of her handicap. _
• pan- aa a ..aahear esigagement ring, or if he expects you to -,;--meeting at the home of Mrs.
Pancake mix
what. to expect on a.date be"We discuss the medical
In a medium saucepan stir
wear it. U be expects you to wear It, level with hlm. ' Metes Linn on South Fourteenth
cause they've never been al- facts, the physical basis for the
together the sugar, cornstarch
Street.
.
• lowed to have boyfriends.
• Empowered from Missions" and salt; gradually stir in orhandicap and what they mean. I
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are presently drawing
In addition, Miss Lorenz said, emphasize that the handicap is
was
the theme of the program ange juice, keeping srenth.
wills,
up
our
the
and
toughest
one
of
decieions we have to
the beginnings ...oL self-con, net pariah:ma:4 same rays.
presented
by Mrs. J. Edgar Cook over moderately low heat,
fydence they are able to build is terious past 'sin', and that any- make is the placement of our children if ,my husband
stirring constantly, until thickPride and Mrs. R.A. Stinker,
and I were both to go at the same time. Our children
4ften undermined by their one subject to the same physiened and clear. Slice orange
are
Miss
4,
Paschall
2
Beverly
was
a
and
1.
Boy,
girl,
boy.
!borne environment.
cal conditions would have the
Into rings, then trim away peel.
special guest and give Add orange slices and
We want very much for all three children to be placed in
- "Many of the girls have been same handicap.It helps to know
raisins
ilow in school. They have been you're noto,being punished- for
the home of a relative. I have sisters and brothers and so
highlights of her work while to sauce; heat through. Make
compared by their . parents'ta something,
has my husband, all of whom would be willing to take one
doing summer missions in pancakes from the mix (2 or 3
their brothers and sisters who
or more of the children. But it seems such an unfair burden
Kansas this past year.
"This has seldom been said
for each serving) and top with
are treated differently in "the to them before. They have not
to place all three kids in one family. Yet, we can't see
Refreshments were served to the orange sauce. Makes
- - --family-and-ellowed-inor. free- beee-enconraged -to think --of
splitting them up into two or three families. Can you or any
The eleven members prCseht.- servings.
dom. Thetr experienees have themselves in this way. They
of your readers help us settle this?
STALEMATE
_:____
For spring the boOtritakers_
-have rarely been told they have
DEAR STALEMATE: Talk it over with the relatives you
have come up with a beauty in
nothing Vibe ashamed of."
Pour
water
hot
into
salt
would want to raise your children. And don't be too canIn many cases the girl's pardrains several times a week. white burlap. This pair of
ents themselves are confused . cerned about burdening one family with- all three childrele.
This helps keep theta free from boots has big silver eyelets,
natural burlap lacing and an
grease accumulations.-. - fy- The chances of you and your husband "going" at-Me-saw*
-espadrille sole.
rind- 0
time are very slim.
- -31.1011s-to.aveicf
.
•
subject which is painful for \
CONFIDENTIAL To "HEARTSICK PARENTS IN AL'
-Circle
of the
- Wornerirlj/4them .as well. 'Milking.' almut
BANY": From your letter, I Would say that you did your
Society of Christian teriicestheir disabilities thus helps the
best. Stop punishing yourselves. Some parents "train up a
the First United Metiodiit girls alleviate some of the sechild in the way he should go," but out of rebellion and deepChurch met in the social hall of crecy and shamefulness associ-.
seated hostility, the child deliberately departs from it.
the chtiireh on Tuesday, January ated with it in their homes.
18, at two o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Connie Ford, chairman,
presided and led the opening
prayer. The roll call, minutes,
and correspondence were by
M4s Vicki' Kalberer was director;
Donna
Mrs. Robert Smith. Mrs. Carl
Nance, -grand 'historian; Betsy Riley,
Rowland gave the treasurer's installed as worthy advisor of Lucretia Crawford, and Cheryl grand representative-to Maine;
Robertson,
grand
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order Whim, choir; Mrs. Twine' Lesa
report.
representative to Tennessee;
The purposes and goals of the of the Rainbow for_Girls at the Coleman, mother advisor.
meeting held Tuesday, January
Members of the advisory Barbie Keel, _ past grand
WSCS were given by Mrs. Ford
who also gave a report from the 18, at seven o'clock in the board installed were Mrs. representative to Japan; Joyce",
grand
past
Lillian Robertson, chairman, WinChester,
general meeting. Mrs. Ruth evening at the Masonic Hall.
Other officers installed were Mrs. Faye Lamb, Zane American flag bearer; Nita
Weston announced that Circle I
Lesa
Robertson, worthy Coleman, Mrs. Eva Lamb, Dee Atkins, past grand represene
was the program leader for
'University Branch of
associate
advisor; Nita Atkins, Lamb, Pat Evans, Robert tative to Maine; Mrs. Frances'
February for the
general
Churchill,
mother
past
charity;
Chide
advisor;
George,
hope;
Lowe, Henry Sledd, and Jimmy
meeting.
benise Kalberer, past worthy
Bell.
Envelopes for prayer and self Janie Lamb, faith; Janet
advisor;
Barbara Sledd, past
Newberry,
recorder;
Barbara
The
installing
officers
were
denial were distributed to the
members to be returned at the Sledd, treasurer; Paula Cook, Denise Kalberer, worthy ad- worthy advisor; Faye Lamb
chaplain; Becky Edwards, drill visor; Joyce Winchester, and Dee Lamb, worthy matron
February meeting.
leader;
Kathy Higginbotham, marshalt; Patricia Evans, and patron of Muriay Star
Mrs,Carl Harrison presented
the devotion and the program. love; Leslie Klein, religion; chaplain; Pat Evans, recorder; Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Her scripture was from Psalms Debbie Nance, nature; Phyllis Dee Lamb, confidential ob- Eastern Star; Jimmy Bell,
27 and the program topic was Coleman, immortality; Dons ,-server; George Williams, outer master, Murray. Lodge No. 105
F. & A.M.
"Living Through Change And Anna Steeley;fidelity; Marilyn observer.
Awards were given as
Thomas, patriotism; Mary Kay
Beyond Fear".
Preceding the installation an
Kathy addendum was given in honor of follows:''Merit Bars for the
During
the social hour Oakley, service;
refreshments were served to Coleman, confidential ob- Miss Janet Newberry, retiring term: Nita Atkins, Lesa
Robertson, Phyllis Colernan,
the fourteen members by the server; Jill Anderson, outer worthy advisor.
Leslie Klein, Dorisanna'Steely,
hostesses, Mrs. Carl Rowland *Server; Marcia Robertson,
Special guests introduced and
Kathy
musician; Jonie Scott, choir weleommtwere Patricia Evans, Joni . Scott, ,and
and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer,
Higginbotham..
Perfect attendance awards
were as follows: Phyllis
Coleman and-Laslia„Klatu,
and one year drop for one year',
Lesa Robertson, Two year drop
and white Bible for two years;
Barbara Sledd, three year drop
and silver jelly dish for three
years; Patricia Evans, four
year drop and silver tray for
four years.
George Williams was another
Mason present not previously
mentioned. Guests were- Mrs.
Van Johnson,' Mrs. W.U.
Kalberer, Caroline Steely, Mrs.
Doris Steely, Robert Lowe, Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Anderson,
Debbie Suitor, Becky Humphreys, Mrs. Higginbotham,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Crawford, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bennie George.

-PTA Board Meets'
Abir&._-Dan -Kelley
At Bazzell Home
Hostess For Meet
_husbantr_s_01 Sunnyside Club. hoine
Mrs.fBorill

urgent plea: pipe down

;eats

1.50

MAT
iliklA
HARP, Nr

"PE.SiN A PUN

Color

..44IF,RI IA

Mrs. Melas bnn
ostess For Meet

7 :hacrndi
,
capcs,ris,Wamtth
ha :errribirrile.azy..-

Circle I Hears
Program-AtMeet

1

1MM i111111111111i

Furch

•

0eaMe
ll0
i
04
1
SPEIALS M.

NAME BRAND
MERCHANDISE
25%

to 50%0FF

Discounted Items
* American Tourister Luggage
* Spode Earthenware
* Poppy Trail Pottery
_
----*-Bryce, Tiffin Crystal

11111111111111111

41-414

iffea

The Bank of Murray

ANK of MURRAY

A DA IVI S
PCK tti
*k

Invite You to
Bank With Them
In Their New Quarters

1
2 Price
* Purses /

* Savings of 50% and More

ADAMS -SHOE STORE
Downtown

Open Friday Nights

Murray

Metal ladders are good
conductors of electricity. The
handyman must be extra
careful with such ladders when
he is around electrical wires.
Thil type of ladder should
iiever be used near exposed
wires or within four feet oil
open electrical apparaius.

Regular Hours Beginning January 31, 1972
•44

.

Tuesday, February 1
The Murray Calloway County
Teachers Association will meet:
at 2 p.m. at the Federal Savings
and Loan
Building. Mrs.
_
Koska Jones will present the _program.

u

444
UCH

if.) .1...WA

Monday January 31
Annual business meeting of
the Church Women United will
be held at 9:30 a.m. at the Hale
Chapel of the First Methodist
Church.

The Staff of The

* Shoes Priced from '2.99 to '9.99

ITING

ic

Stubblefield, and Mn, VIEW
Robinson.
The next meeting will be held
on Wednesday, February 16, at -4•130 VAIL at the Community
Room with Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer as hostess.
of three will be making flowers.

Weekday Lunch

*Sale Starts Monday, Jan. 31st

OMEN'S LIB'

•

Mrs.
Kenton
Miller,
president; presided at -the
meeting of the Nature's Palette
Garden Club held on Wednesday January 19, at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon at
the Community Room of
Murray Brandi, cir the
Hopkinsville Federal and
Savings Loan Association.
A special program of slides of
scenes collected by Mrs. Emma
Knight :IR :bar_ travels in
Virginia, Kentucky, Colorado,
and the Dakotas was presented
by Mrs. Knight.
The special lesson on "Trees"
was presented by Mrs. Lola
Fisk. Mrs. E.S. Ferguson gave
the treasurer's report.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Ila Douglas and Mrs. Lola
Fisk-.--to--Mra- Harold Eversmeyer, Mrs. E.S. Ferguson,
Mrs. Henry Hargis, Mrs. I.H.
Key, Mrs. R.Q. Knight, Mrs.
Kenton Miller, Mrs. Charlie

UNIVERSITY BRANCH

OW

1:30

?s, 1172

..S1ide Shown
--At Gardan-Club Meet.—

U
.

Miss Vicki Kalberer Installed As Worthy Advisor,
Of Murray Assembly No. -19 Of Rainbow For Girls

Tue.

U.••44 ,4.1
rav ow
'N noPre UV
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How To Build
A Portable Blind

- Simple Safet—y—Rules'.
May Save Your Life -

AB

-•
By JERRY ALLEN
-The " Sun—iris reflected County Sheriff's Departrne
never seen a blind like
had
"I
•
water,
calm
..."
the
and
brilliantly from
before
it
in all my life." I had
Winter boaters should be
outlining the form of the small
been watching the geese fly the
boat and the man splashing in aware of the lethal,,nature of
all morning between Blood
area
to
begins
man
A
the water near it. With only a cold water.
and Cypress Creek. Then
River
dt-Tireetk &airing it could shiver In the air at 68-clegree.s;
what seemed like a stump just
-feive been such &nice day for a shivering is a sign of rapid loss
swung open and a man with a
of body heat. In 40 degree water
swim.
gun poped out and dropped two
The man in the water didn't a man can freeze to death in less
geese right before my eyes,
feel that way about it. At the than one-half hour.
then he hopped out of the
Our Mr. Jones, as well as
time he felt three things: the
stamp to collect his geese.
weight of his hunting gear hundreds of other boaters,
What a unique idea, I thought
pulling him down, the numbing hunters, and fishermen would
to
myself. I learned later from
still be alive today if he had only
cold, and blind panic.
the man inside the `stump' that
It was December and the followed simple safety raiele-othe unusual blind could be put
man, a hunter, hadn't intended Instead he made mistake after
together in a few hours. The
to go fora swim at all. All he mistake until he paid the
sides of the one man blind can
wanted was to retrieve the duck ultimate price. With the use of
be made from two sheets of
the
of
several simple measures he
he'd shot, the first duck
light guage sheet metal, each
season. Unfortunately he leaned could still be alive today:
about 4 x 5 feet in size, some
First, he should have been
a little too far, fallinf into the
cotter pins, a wooden pole a
foot
water and pushing his 12
wearing a life saving device.
short piece of 11/4 inch pipe and
skiff away.
When body temperature drops
pipe flange,. To assemble, drill
The boat floated invitingly below 96 degrees a victim loses
along the short edges of
holes
just 15 feet away,but the hunter consciousness and is seconds
the sheets, NextInto halfAircles
was busy trying to stay afloat. away from drowning, unless he
and pin them together with the
For some reason his fingers is wearing a life saving device.
cotter pins. Then make the
weren't working properly. He'd Victims have been revived even
roof by cutting the plywood in.*
been trying to remove his -after their body temperature
circular shape, the same size of
cartridge belt. The weight of the had dropped into the 60 degree
the diameter of the blind. Bolt
12 gauge shells combined with range, but these lives can be
the pole to the edge of the roof so
that of his heavy winter clothing saved only if drowning is
will swivel. Finally, you can
it
aown.
him
was intent on pulling
prevented.
paint the outside a dull flat
TO DISBELIEVING
Why couldn't he move his
Second, he should have been
'stump' color with vertical lines
ers to unbuckle that belt? more careful while reaching for
JIGGING IS A 'SCIENCE'
to simulate the bark of a real
hands, feet and neck were that duck. Small boats are easy
Ky.—Jig fishing is a method of
FRANKFORT,
.
stump.
pletely numb, violent to capsize or fall out of if near
of winter. Contrary to popular
thedead
in
takinufish
Luther Kanipe and hi LabraWrifibliiit,TiliElhilliewn with waterfowl taken on "The Last
When getting set up, push the
racked hit*4 due to- -perfect balance is not mainHunt."
endeavor, not One-O/Wreeigth
scientific
a
is
it
—belief
the
for
into
pole
top
swivel
the
tained.
il* rapid loss„.eat.
ROdt Plods By- Jun Allen
mud leaving 3 to 4 inches betand awkwardness, as so many casters are prone to
The small breeze was blowing
Third, he should have been
ween top and sides inorder to
believe.
he boat away at a slow but wearing a wet suit. This type of
see out. The blind is big enough
steady_ page. .The panicky eiqineire'ME °Hetinuudminri __kisthe best method and often the only method for
for one man to sit on a folding
hunter finally removed his protection.
black bass when the lake waters are high
catching
stool and he hassootn for extra
heavy clothes and decided- to
Fourth, as he did not have a
to muddy and when the weather is cold.
murky
and
his
and
pack-ashells
other
swim after the boat. As he wet suit, he should not have
By Jerry Allen
longs. Murray sportsmen
It was devised many years ago by fishermen on
started, the exercise im- removed his clothing. Winter
"More coming" Luther said, here's a chance for you to have
When I returned, Luther
Herrington Lake who were unwilling to give up
mediately warmed him. After clothing gives some protection
While driving back to Murray
25 yards, weakened by the cold against the freezing effect of the after a successful scouting trip, already had the decoys out and they headed in but were a portable blind that you can
fishing
just because of bad weather and water
rand his previous struggles, he water. Unless the clothes are Luther Knipe looked across the the ice was broken in a circular swinging wide.
use anywhere the waterfowl are
condition.
"Let's try 'em anyway I said. moving, as long as there are
stopped to rest. The body heat heavy enough to cause the car seat with a gleam in his eye pattern. Just as we were
They rigged long cane poles with strong line to
stumps in the area.
"Ok," Luther said.
that had generated was victim to sink, they should be and said, "Those ducks should finishing up and the first light of
which was tied a large, heavy hook and a cork kept
We were up and shooting as
be right back there in the day began to show, I heard a
released into the water, retained.
they passed Luther pulled one
in place by a fairly heavy sinker. By placing
Hunting and fishing can be morning, so let's get an early goose."
lowering his body temperature
out on his first shot and I
even more. The cold drove him extremely enjoyable winter start because you know how
sometimes as many as four, on the
_nightcrawlers,
"There they are," four. dropped one -on my third shot.
to attempt once more to catch sports, and a boat, can acid much Competition there is these
this lure into the water alongside
dabbling
and
hook
heaSikig_ While-Quiz-retrieved our kilL
his drifting boat. Forty yards greatly to this enjoyment, both days, especially the last day of Canada geese_ JeCle._.
were -able to cateh huge
fishermen
lake's
the
shore,
down the side of the flooded Luther suggested we try next.
the season."
later he was still in the water by way of convenience and
field we were in. "Luk, Luk, to- the flooded woods about 3310--lurking
black
were
inthinarea, probably
which
bass
Wear
Eli
and
coinfort.
suit
a
and by this time completely
be somebody in Luk," I gave them a call and yucbraway.So vre wanted to the
.hmight
search of food.
in
miring device, imow the safety
exhausted.
our spot if we don't g go early." they circled our way coming
ducks
In the colder water the bass were a bit lethargic
For over 20 minutes he'd rules, and be sure that the only I promptly agreed, because I closer, closer, closer. I jumped woods as we moved in
we
knew
we
and
air
to-the
took
is
dead
home
comes
been battling the cold, but thing that
1.
Apve
the
thaw
and
did_not hit artilical lures :with the vigor
from
rabbits.
Let's
right.
yards-ayes
knew Luther was
up and folded one 20
Were S-un-tor-fmtall'Our 111111t. Some people consider it as tasty
suddenly the entire dilemma the game.
t
necessary to effect catches. But the tantalizing
get started at 3:30 I suggested. my head and fired on anoth;
and
said
I
in,"
coming
"SuXie
seemed of no real importance,
as deer liver.
he crimpled and glided
1.
.
.
nightcrawlers offered ready food,... Z7
Slumped down. Luther jumped
Hew riciieulans-for bun to be in.
2. The first fedi-nights in a new
"Good idea", Luther replied. regained speed again and (la into action the minute he saw
the bait,
with
of
fondling
Olt
After
experimental
this situation! He'd been
"I want to take my dog he needs away, I was so sure he was the duck and Onix had his work home are always difficult for a
and
partake
to
make
mind
finally
its
up
basri*ill
the
lonesome
mother
puppy
its
for
boating for years, why was he
the experience of a good duck
down I never even shot again. cut out for him as he broke the
and littermates. Giving the pup will muster his energy and blast into the lure with
struggling in the freezing
hunt such as this one "My mistake."
ice to retrieve the kill.
water? He laughed aloud.
used dog bedding usually makes
promises." "I bet its so cold
"Two more and we're the pup feel at home. Ap- full force.It is at this time that the fisherman blasts
And poor ole Luther had been
Confused thoughts ran through
that the water might freeze
out relocating some of the duck homeward bound" says Luther. parently the dog-smell makes back in like manner and with one forceful motion
his mind. Maybe if he tried to
tonight."
hauls the bass out of the water and into the boat.
decoys without his gun and "Here they come"
float on his back the air might
him feel he isn't alone.
A Susie and a drake came
"I hope not," I replied.
didn't even get to shoot at the
Because the fisherman does not `:_play" the fish
Black bass and strips fair in
or
warm him. An attempt at this
paint
the
protect.
3. :1o
When, -we 'got there twit- ole lidtikers,'bo was Whiled- heading for the woods. called vartush on the bottom of your some insist that this is not
only proved that his boots iiere Ketitticky and Barkley casting
to catch
them and they came right at us. . -hoot, cover the bottom rim of
too heavy to allow his feet to on riff raff with black jig and =Ming. "Guess _what?" *an about that.
zrbass. But,-they are wrong:
the
take
I'll
left,
the
get
"You
Luther after getting out of the
"Get him Onix" Luther said
float. How funny, he couldn't pork rind.
your gas can with plastic
Ifthey would merely try the sport—experience the
to his labador retriever and right", I said to Luther.
Green shad bombers have car.
float, couldn't swim any longer,
welting from around the doors
both
we
over
passed
they
that is necessary to move the boat ever so
cunning
As
"This
asked.
prompI
"What?",
then
stuff,
Onix did his
couldn't feel his arms or legs. been producing good catches of
of a junked car. Deadens sound,
they both fell. After too. The welting snaps tightly quietly along the lake bank without spooking the
and
fired
up".
froze
is
water
darned
goose.
my
with
returned
tly
deep
on
bass
ledges.
empty
the
at
again
laughed
Ile
"Well", I replied, "all I can • "Well. we're off to a good Onix retrieved the pair we over the bottom rim.
Sauger are fair in some areas
'aiater;- this time a high
bass while at the same time jigging the lure in the
saY'ii, may
-be din find elfin start" says Luther "Let's get -decided to return to_thexar and
hysterical-laugh. Wait until his using a hot shot and4jigs.
4. Ask your wife to save her water close to the bank, the doubter would know fullhunt.
put
our
get some pictures of
hidden."
Crappie pre excellent on spot and break some, then
friends heard what an idiot he'd
empty thread spools for you,
innolime wesierein.our wire Cold AS it was my Honeywell_ 'arstruilithem tothe wallfor use-. well the skill that is essential. Without such exBarkley Lake, fishing frofn-6 to out the dectiya."
been.
to
enough
stiot
-perfise, jigging will-not yield fish. Its as simple as
operative
still
a
was
to
out
walking
"While
and can blind we .had .brought
Time was passing, cei Lundy 10feet good on Ky. Lake 10 to 14
as hangers. Single small spools
satisfy our needs so we headed make excellent pegs and two that.
we were able to see that the ice with us with Onix set quietly
he was tired, and so very, very feet on stumpy ledges.
was harder than we anticipated, between us awaiting the first for home with memories and larger spoOls, properly spaced
.•
cold, but still it was no time to
And if a fisherman thinks he can deftly acquire factures of a last duck hunt for
then "splash," I fell through. arrivals.
take a nap. His eyelids were
and loosely nailed are just right this know-how in a few trips to the lake he is badly
LANSING, Mich.(UPI)- A "Gosh, I'm glad it wasn't
•
"Seven coming in," Luther the 1971 season.
becoming impossibly heavy.
for hanging up paddles, nets, mistaken. To become a good jig fisherman t.pkes
$3,700 check from an Adrian,
said. I called, they cupped and
One part of his mind screamed Mich. firm, paid to compensate deep," I said,.
rods, etc.
days of patient practice.
Luther
wet?"
you
are
"Yes,
headed in, "Now I yelled, we
Anyone wishing to contribute
for him to renew the fight for accidentally killing about
S. To reduce boating •ac,If a fisherman has never had the thrill of jigging
against this new enemy. The 24,000 fish in the Raisin River, asked:Only my hands I replied, were up and shooting fast, I to Al's Tips may do so by cidents, underwater sturiips are
big fish, this best bet is to go on a fishing trip with an
desire to sleep was strong, it will be used for sport fishery but .look the water is already pulled one out and then I saw sending your helpful Ups to usually marked with white
frozen stiff on those gloves," Luther swing on another and -Al's Tips," Ledger 4, Times, stakes or cane pole. The-stakes
repressed the warning And impr9yshients.
experienced jig fisherman and observe first-hand
pop him from the sky then as 103 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky. keep boaters away, and bass
suddenly all was warm and
The Bohn Aluminum & Luther said.
how
it's done. It's a lot easier that way and the
pulling
and
dodging
were
they
tree
big
tin
!I'll meet you at
42071.
peaceful as he settled to the Brass Co. gave the fishery defishermen use them for casting
thousands
of little, tricks necessary to make,a good
We also welcome any targets. As bass lurk in such
sandy bottom under 18 feet of 46 partment the check after ad- at the end of the field, then we out I pulled out another. ()nix
jig
in
and
them
after
and
out
was
fisherman
dozen
will be offered along the way,...as the
4
about
out
put.
can
or
you
suggestions
questions
killed
were
dieter.
fish
degree
mitting the
places, it might pay to .mark
. R.E. when nitric acid was ac- decoys",iaid .Then, I was off what seemed like only a few may. have for "Fins N any you find for future teacher pulls out good catches and the novice looks
"Hello, is this ,Mrs.
Jones speaking? This is the cidentally released in the river. for the ear and some dry gloves. minutes had retreived our kill. Feathers".
reference this spring.
on enviously.
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753-1933
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T•ur Prescription Carefully & Accurately Teel

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Gun Department
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:-December_ .Constructionlives-----4.fowto
aid--gtudy hint-S"
-°poinsettias
'_A_Big Finish Tellecord Year ____Iive,A.ge.r__
.-......

-mtsY'abet

rupLion

acceptable and productive."
INDIANAPOLI8 IUPII
Professor of -Educational to halt the downward slide of
"For many of these
child.
delinquency-prone
the
Some school situations may
Psychology
at
Purdue
the daily classroom
children,
"Marty of these children
to many-young
University in West Lafayette;
repeats, 'You are a
i
• ..
procedure
,
entc
.oming juvenile
worked with other researchers start from a handicapped level failure. You are a failure.""
WASHINGTON IUPII'
learning,"
he
ability
for
of
NEW YORK, N.Y.-A strong seasonanyAdinated rmd, year, and was down sub- Wait a minute' Dian't throw
delinquent,, according to
from
Wisconsin
State
' • •sairlr- "Thai causes them to Feldhumen said.
--that Christmas panSetta OW'-eitdence tram a 10:year seatni ---Thaivertaly af the study that
DetertibnirIMIA lifted the value Index climbed from a
'
—
-4U
"The frusiristlOn with
low of 110 tdanttallY'
difficulty
in
have
more
being completed in Eau Claire,
began in 1%1.
of construction contracts for in May 1970 to its prgsent strong
breeds '
December's $1,330,916,000_ yet.
that
classroom
achieving the expectations
Wis.
nonbondinguf
'
poI-N
Feldhusen recntly.,
1971 to a record total of $79,6 rate of 160(Decemffer
Many varieties of
finally spills
conteachers might make on them. misbehavior there
1971), he -total of
,7'. John
F.
Feldhnsen,
settias now on the market were'
presented, partial results of the
.
billion, it was reported today by
13
slipped
contracts
struction
out into the community and
pointed aut
"This
causes
frustration
study at the International
developed originally by the U.
comes into
the F.W. godge Division of
"With the.koa.sing market at per cent below the year-agb
and restlessness that leads to the youngster
Aprilkd
with the law"
McGraw-fill)--information- itg practical ceiling for the
the
behavior
"1.1ers
are
apt
time amount, dur-PrttnartlY ta- the .
S;-DePartinell
.44
"
Afrieuf'
t
Psychology,
--From the study. Feklitunan,Z.......Systems Company. This ex- being, further frowth of con- absence of any big electric newaren ervioe wnien P° -nra
to consider d"tartita
-- ,i,
have a
The study will - not be
said, he expects to be able to
ceeded 1970'$ $68.3 billion in struction in 1972 will have to generating plants among the out that these plants
classroom
behavior
is
an
are
finished before March. But
decorative life and
make recommendations next
contract valuation by . 17 per conic4om the nonresidential current month's projects. High- long
increasing
cause
of
a
standoff
Feldhusen said in an interview
often found in homes as late as
spring to the Department of
cent, an unusually large gain, sector,' said Christie. "The
and
the
between
the
child
•
way construction was up in march.
that he feels classroom
and
Education
teacher," he said. In this Health,
according to the firm, a leading potential is there to speed up December, while sewer and '
With some knowledge of
education must change to
concerned
other
and
Welfare
source of information on the recovery in the months ahead, water jobs held even,
avoid
iii):iiie2mtosco
m awkoirnseg
Murray
child's
growth requirements, a person
. situation, the teacher often organizations for changes in
hesitates to take those actions
constructiOri . market and as evidenced by a recent revivalFor the year, nonbuilding '-can keep poinsettias for a
and driving
The Cooperative English
.. help school systems.
which would really rt).06t
'
:flia,
producers of Dodge Reports and of industrial and commercial construction value totaled $19.1,' second season of flowering.
nfiict,'wjth the
"I would think inTest-a
the
child.
requirement ,for ad- Feishusen said findings inSweet's Catalogs.
To keep your poinsettia for
dividualized instruction is
contracting, and the promise of billion,for a slim gain of one per
For
example,
Feldhusen
mission to the teacher &elite that children whom
Contracts in December for higher public works spending." cent over 1970. In contrast toy another year, ARS plant
these kind of
said, the study found children needed so that
education program-will be-/- teachers consider disruptive
these
provide
new construction work of all
actually make
can
children
A December surge of apart- the final month's results, the scientists
teachers called "persistently.
given at Murray $tite have more trouble later, into ment construction put the 1971 total showed a substantial, Pointer*:
amounted
kinds
basic learning
aggressive and disruptive" progress in their
decorative
life
-When
its
eluding
law.
University
trouble
with
the
on
morSaturday"
$6,286,399,000, 19 per cent ahead month's total of all residential
conutility
or achievement and be helped
15 per eent gain in
have
low
grades
were
likely
to
.
"Probably the primary or
of the final month of 1970, with contract value at $2,996,982,000, struction, with hightvaa wet- if/ over, put the plant in a coot -- fling, Feb.
to have a aerie of succeeding
moist area - such as the
Robert ;pi n'of the Testing beginning sources of a child's -in school and their intelligence in die tilasaroom," he said. He
both housing and nonresidential 45 per cent ahead of the year- down two per cant.
tests (which are a measure of
basement-and let it dry until
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By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS
NEW YORK UPI) —
Government veguhitiomi and
government subsidies provided
the chief impetus for 197 l's
homebuilding reeoni, but the
way in which subsidized
programs are being used is
making the housing problem
not better, and probably
worse, according to a leading
er.
inciftige
Emanuel M. Brotman,
chairman of J.1. Kislak
Mortgage Corp., of Newark,
N.J. and Miami, urged
bankers,
mortgage
hornebuilders, and officials at
all levels of government to
work for a program that will
provide the right homing, in
the right place, for all income
groups.
He recommended as "one
way to help start doing this,
revenue sharing, dispersed in
such a way as to induce local
authorities to share the burden
of proper distribution of
housing.'
Brotman is president of the

Mortgage Bankers Association
of New Jersey, a member of
_the_ national_nlanciAttive•
Washington Committee, antis
member of the advisory
committes In the Fedaid
Mrtgage
Nation•T
Association (FNMA I.
"Some of us in the hotuiing
industry," Brotman said,
"don't think what a pears to
million housing starts for 1971
is anything the private
hoinebuilding industry can
crow about.
"Realistic analysis of these
starts shows the industry,
without any government
substdies, - would- have
produced much lees than it
normally did prior to dui
increase of government-aided
programs,
, such as subsidized
rates, partial
municipal tax abatements and
other forms of local, state or
national inducements."
A good deal of the mortgage money available for such
construction, he said, has been

provided as a result of direct
government regulation.
_Brotman said "it
appear I think all subsidized
homebuilding programs are a
good thing — and I do. But,"
he added, "the way the
subsidized programs are now
being used, and where the
resulting housing is being built
is — to ptit it in the most gentle
I know how -- wrong and
without forethought about
what is happening to our
centers of population."
As a result of where the
new housing with government
aids has been built, Brotman
said,"we have been, in effect,
ying a game of musical
with the lives of our
le both in the inner city
the suburbs. People who
ive in the inner cities now are
orced to travel to the suburbs
o work, and the people in the
uburbs, many, many of them,
are forced to travel into the
ner cities to work."
Tensions rise
And that, Brotman said,

isn't the worst of it. As tensions
of the suburbs and the inner
• increase, and the fears
between the so-called classes
intensify, aided and abetted by
the increasing isolation of
said, "we now see
rapidly developing guarded
enclaves
of
housing
developments, fostered by
these fears and, in a real sense,
cseAted by the way we
spending public monies to help
build housing in the wrong
places, not where it is needed
most, but where our fears have
driven us."
The suburbs and the cities,
Brotman said, are, really one
big municipality, "with the
same school problems, the
same revenue problems, the
same problem of crime and•
fears, and the same confrontations between peoples of
all troupe.
'The answer to these
problems, of which housing is
only one," he suggests,"is that
we have to redesign the way we
encourage housing to be built,

WO N4ATTER
w/i4AT COLOR
NEW PRESS

where we build it and how we
Fooastrcbessan4alie
ewes both
again in
which to live and work."
Revenue sharing is one answer, Brotman believes.
"Revenue sharing,"
said,
come th
"sanely- can
major stimulus for producing
housing where it is needed, in
the suburbs and in the centers
oi population. Through a wellthought-out .revenue sharing
program, we can
get
municipalities • to grant
builders
partial
tax
ments for new middle
income and low income
housing by compensating
them, unit for unit produced,
with revenue sharing funds.
We can relieve the necessity of
confiscatory property tax
levels by bringing other
revenue to cities, so they no
lonfer have to depend almost
entirely on real estate taxes for
income to pay for municipal
services.
"With a lower tax rate,
more housing would be built,
at rents people can afford to
pay, and the cities would have
another major source of income Irevenue sharingl to lift
the threat of municipal
bankruptcy.
"In smaller cities revenue
• ran-be used.to •
the re axation of unrealistic
eoning restrictions, so that
more units
bie-built per—
acre, again encouraging more
home building and at lower
land costa."
The possibilities of solving
our housing crisis and — even
more important — the crisis in
human relations are within our
means, Brotman is convinced.
Revenue sharing would go ,a
big way to help, he feels.
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-- --Michigan State
UnlveriiItY hopes to have
women occupying 14.6 per
cent of its faculty poratiais in
ure syati--bythe in-tot
the 1973-74 academic year, if
hiring goals are fully met.
-There - "airtenHY-- are
women — or 11.4 per cent —
in the tenure iyitem.

itaste-peartir---NEI/ YORK IUPI) — A
basic wardrobe of cultured
pearls can and will accessorize
all your resort clothes, say
fashion authorities. A basic
wardrobe of pearls would
_include
cultured _ pearl
earrings, a single choker'
necklace or a rope of pearls, a
bracelet of pearls, a cultured
pearl ring and a pretty 'jowl
pin. Sometimes you can find
earrings that double as pins. If
so, you'll have an extra set of
earrings — or an extra set of
pins.

Pilot
HOLLYWOOD MPH —
Twentieth Century-Fox will
in
a television pilot Min
its hit movie "MASH"_
Alen-Alda and Wayne
Rogers.
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Melody
On the ocean
Definite article
Above
Man's

14 Hurried
15 Liquid
17 In direction
toward which
wind blows
19 Dothesataloar
21 Poems
22 Taunt
Cbmbz-form:
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25 Garden tool
24 Chinese
dynas
27 Wandered
29 Parent
(coiloq.)
31 Urge on
32 Conjunction
33 Preposition
34 Prohibit
35 Old pronoun
36 Theater
attendants
38 Illuminated
rd-wood
tree
40 Compass
4142 Girl's name
44 Whirlpools
46 Edict
48. Evaluated
51 Simian
52 Protecting
tooth
54 Withered
55 Bewitch
56 Peel
Paradise
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Seed
Eggs
Snaring
Massive
Paid notice
Tavern
Without end
Affirmative
vote
Batter
Rabbit
Goals
A state (abbr.)
Forest
Thong for a
do
Pronoun
Canyon
Chickens
Reckless
Pierced
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Servant
Poker stake
Eaploded
Employed
Render beloved
Affix
Rent
Oriental nurse
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Back of neck
Sicilian volcano
Praha: not
Snake
Before
Lair.
Earth
goddess
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AUTOS FOh SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

SEE THE SMALL
CAR

FOR RENT

, NOTICE
,

•

Prices Cut.

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
,_
duplex. jully„ carpeted. centrel.
heat and air. Built-in stove.
-Phone 753.4478 or 753-9135. TFC

FOR SALE
CLEAN • EXPENSIVE -earPat&
with the beet. Blue Lustre is
Rent
favorite.
America's
shampooer $1. Murray Home &
Auto Store.
J29C

at
604 S. 12tH St.

•PLY

NYLON CORD'i HE S

-%,
k

•
•

,_ ,

753-7114

1 795

- --

26 • - Cables $249

DA
Safeuniu

3

WS

reat. Fear.
°vie
orts

-

arable

Jumper

CO

-----------.
Heels not only high
but of many colors

BOY'S AND Girl's dress coats
and car coats, sizes 2T to 14
years,one thi.rd off. All rhildren's
sportswear, 20 per cent off. Settle
J29C
Workman.

KREMS

ath Valley
.nsters
ws
,vie
ws
eater 25
atheer

s wear
'
Men

binatinn of tortoise patent and
By WALTER LOGAN
gold
n -901[1,1
YORKteleUnrar
W
E
N
j
°
medallion and chain. accost
TM SNOW TIRE S
your on high
YOu see around
• heels, vamp I 1 1/41. French Shriner
.
At everyday low mum
tnpping
don t panic. It's merely the had a black calf and red suede
• -... i-,,
latest fad of the younger wingtip with a big but one-inch
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
,
811
sizes
LOAFERS,
GIRL'S
to
4,
I malel which is also heel.
generation
.
: $ 1 895
apartment. Prefer couple or
In sporty looks Bass
-_,
ideal for school, "z price. Settle wearing wedgies like Carmen
----..,-...'1
boys. Utilities furnished, gas
the classic saddle shoe
showed
and
wear
to
used
J29C Miranda
Workman.
J31C
ift.,heat. Phone 753-3143.
POWIIR PACKED
platform soles like Betty in brown and white with thick
and LOW PISMO $
in "Follow the Fleet" soles-and a 1 1 /2 inch heel.
1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, low
Bates Floaters had bowling
(19361.
WN7-7 '
J31C
mileage. Phone 767-2032.
heels, type shoes in red suede and elk
the
just
not
it's
And
FOR RENT
which are chunky, run up to with white trim. Freeman .
101111Ford Fahlase,4 door blue, 289 V-8 automatic, radio,
GREEN ACRES TRAILER
400
INCH
engine,
CUBIC
inches high and combined red, white and blue :
Pontiac
three
'beater, 34,000 mile_o, new_ gres sold new in :
COURT
COMe in lavencler of. Atte& and call in a vdngtfP t 1` --el
sometimes
'753Buick
1968
T400
Call
trans.
r-eby .
1101.00
North 16th Street Extended
bright red. There are also big 1/41. A real wild one was
3838 after 7:00 p.m., Mon.International - gray patent .
with
boots
10' wide and 12' wide trailers
knob-toed
Bovver
19119 Dataun 510 Wagon, blue, 4 speed,- oir conditioned.
Fri.
F1C
a ;
8-Foot
heels stacked in many layers of with a blue suede tran•
carpeted three/bout, all clean
radio, luggage rack.
Itr 3tett eN
- -- -- -$11111.1111--heel ..:_
-.a...-.
natural leather, and peek-a- brown .1_1.12.,inch stacked
good repair. Rent
in
''''A
1917
Impala, door hard till
REPLACEMENT calves, boo things made in__tubular and a blunt toe.
-ed couples
reasonable. Nfam
2
flaw with WaSt.... •
"
),
Chevrolet
vinyl top, power steering and brakes,air conThree cows and calves, kidskin like a catcher's mask.
kinds.
tall
,
1
1
''
.
. -. ......
The high heel trite *P. ditioned.
.
also weaned carves. Goi'don'S'
--M110111Phone 713-4530
and
Europe
in
started
paeently
Market, Highway 94, East of
United
1968 Chevrolet Camaro, Gold with black vinyl top, Super
ITC began spreading to the
Murray. Phone 474-2236.
---'
States last summer. When
Sport, V-8, radio, automatic in console, new glass
Amp.
Hardy Arnies arrived from
belted tires.
$1695.00
FURNISHED APARTMENT one
NEW AND used tractor tires. London last Springto put on a
block from University,
y, $400.00
.
TractOr flats repaired. Speedy fashion show he so an horrified
WASHINGTON (ANF)1971 Dation Pick Up,red, 15,000 miles, radio and heater, 4
per semester plus utilities for two
service. Vinson Tractor Co. to find American men were not The Department of the Army .."---• .
peed,Gas Saver.
lir wearing
$11195.00
high heels, and he •
students. Phone John Pasco, Jr.,
Phone 753-4892.
promptly imported some from _has selected units to receive • 1971 Dab= 1200 Fastback,dark blue with white vinyl top,753-7278. Big 12.3-oz.
TFNC
--- --of Honor -fise-----the-DA-Awa4
S 'witzeriand for his show.
4 speed,radio, air conditioned, 14,000 -miles, We sold it
FLUFFY soft and bright are
. Safety_ and the DA Award o
produce
to
person
first
The
new.
=Pr: MAILEirtHRtE killet Vein
carpets cleaned with Blue Lustri.-- them in quantity was Robert ---Merit--far Safety far fiscal-,
bedrooms,
Three
Murray.
Rent electric shampooer $1. Cochran, president of Flagg Year 1971.
top.
1971 Datsnn 510, 2 door, orange with black vinyl
-VGOOD,WEAR
electric heat. Phone 753-7856 or
The Award of Honor for
Begley Drug Store, Central "Brothers, who sold them like
miles, factory tape player, meg style
Automatic, 7,000 m
F2C
' 753-6231.
Shopping Center.
J29C hot cakes. Other companies Safety is given to those or$2095.00
wheel covers. We sold it new.
ganizations - with the most
quickly followed.
Main St.
753-5617
/ effective accident prevention
Now,Cochran said, the big
TWO BEDROOM house with
BOY'S SHOE Sale. Regular
1971 Datsun Pick Up,blue with camper topper,four speed,
unusual heel pregrams. These organizeth. Natural gas heat, carpeted
$2095.00
radio, 7,000 miles. Local car.
$5.99. Sale $3.99. Regular $4.99. interest is in
-flared, slanted hack' tions are: U.S. Army StraRESOLU
liv ing room. Located Almo ELEXTROLUX SALES St SerJ29C' shapes first they
Sale $2.99. Settle Workman.TION,
Were in
etc. At
1970 Rambler Hornet, two door, 6 cylinder. Red,
tegic Communications CornJ29C vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., CM; WHEREAS, Richard Tuck,
Heights. Phone 753-6203.
natural leather, and then in
automatic,radio, heater, 26,000 miles. One
i
, .. -eSanders, phone 382-2468, Far- James .Rudy Allbritten, Alfred 1970-12'x60' MOBILE HOME. black, but nOw they are mand; U.S. Army Forces .owner.
TWO BEDROOM furnished ,mington, Kentucky.
Southern Command; U.S. .
$1595.00
TFC Lindsey, Howard' Koenen, Opal
---.--- Includes patio awning un- covered to coordinate with the
Army Materiel Corrychand; '
carpet
wall
to
wall
apartment,
to
colored
or
conupper
•
-'
der
have
'
Lowry
Betty
and
Smith
conair
speed,
1971 Opel Wagon, white, radio, heater, 4
penning, metal storage upper
Army, Pacific; 82d AirU.S.
753Phone
air.
and
heat
central
trast.
caron the Common Council of building. sir conditioning,
. $2095.00
ditioned,5,000 miles,like new
If YOU
F2C
4331.
"With the high heels are borne Division; and the 8th
De city-of Murray, Kentucky, as petmg
. and
d utility room. Reduced_
platform soles, said Nancy Infantry Division,
follows, to-wit: Richard Tuck, to $4:900
lt)11 Datum 510 Wagon, gold, radio, heater, automatic,
ox, president of Renegades. • The Award of Merit for
after
furnished
BEDROOM
TWO
*fourteen ( 14 i years; James Rudy 4.00
---- AM-FM radio, "meg style wheel covers, air con., Safety, the next highest
J29C "They are inflexible, heavy
• P-m•
apartment, available now. Nice,
ADhonee...
Allbritten, twelve ( 12) years •
92495.00
ditioned, luggage rack. We sold it new.
hard and expensive and I don t award, goes to organizations
must see to appreciate. $80.00
Alfred
Lindsey,
approximately
know how Carmen Miranda
whose accident prevention
.•
plus utilities. Phone 753-8298 after
.3h-ft (3) years; Howard Koenen, TWO SETS of aluminum win- got
d in them Is well as programs merit recognition.
1963 Chevrolet, t door, blue...14 , automatic.. air conset
one
100"x60",
Monday
Friday,
5%.00,
thru
set
One
BefOre c
years; Opal &Inge two dmig.
$495.00
she did." Some of the ones she
ditioned,local car,.good meehaniesdly
Receiving recognition a.re: ,
.
anytime Saturday and Sun- - . • --) 411:4086-. Excellent rondition. -was
# .12 years; and Bettyttlilify, nee
.
showing were in such
Of
Fifth,
y.s. Army; Military .
f°
J29C
'
439-5848.
Phone
day.
tan
and
muted
C
gray
129
as
.
colors
2 I years; and
1968 Ford LTD Wagon, 10 paesenger, air, power steering
Management and Ter- •
Traffic
Ecological
'
new
the
suede,
$1795.00
WHEREA-S, said individuals
and brakes
minal
and the 8d
Service;
earth.
the
of
Look"
and
refrigerator
2 BEDROOM HOUSE with gas
•Lave devoted many hours in GOOD USED
Infantry Division.
falling
"Boots are ,
m.
Between 6:00 p.
$795.00
1964 Chevrolet Pick-Up,green, V4,clean
Will
condition.
good
very
in
stove
heat, near Panorama Shores.
:•egular meetings of the Common
.
although low ankle boots are
..
TFc
-Phi41C2266.-7:00 p.m. In The •ouncil, special meetings of.the sell reasonable. Phone 753- ‘f29c important."
she said. And Pollution pooser
4- 1971 Datsun 1200 Fastback,dark blue,4 speed,
.ornrnon Council, and attending 1657.
around the showroom were
SALEM, Ore. (UPI) ' Evening
$1795.00
.
radio
FURNISHED HOUSE for college
arious and sundry committee
such items as gray suede shoes Sometimes school students, .
...
routt•
your
know
you
If
1972.
Spring
for
NOW
ORDER
boys or girls. Phone 753-3040. J31C
with lavender heels, high
meetings; and
writing about pollution, direct '
boy's number, please call
WHEREAS, the „City of Call Stark Bros Salesman for heeled shoes with thick (nearly theirTetters to the State Motor
.1
-no.
get
11-yett.first.
hirn
NICE TWO bedrotien mobile
-----Vehicles Division
Murray, Kentucky, has benefited Your'needs. I will help you make an 'inch) platform soles in
results then call John
One letter received from
wisdom of your selection of fruit trees, funky weights with knobbed
home,two miles South of Murray
the
by
and
knowledge
Pasco ,'Jf.-- at the above
toes, brass grolnmets and thick "Jan" said:
on 641. Electric heat. Phone 753shrubs and roses. Phone 753these indivudals; and
number during the hours
"I was wondering where
Je9c laces.
J31C
4845 after 4:00p.m.
WHEREAS, service upon the 6°5'1.
you put the pollution from the
Manufacturers agree the
listed
C,ommon Council of the City of
•
• - trend is toward earth tones but new cars? If you're just
MODEL 350 cubic mar sa.
UPSTAIRS FOUR room furMurray, Kentucky, has con
11 be around
• "'
d
color wi still
y•will
a in the garbage then
putting
-1197°
heads.
300
with
motor
Chevrolet
nished apartment. Carpeting air
_
this
Spring.
Norman
stituted a personal sacrifice to
you're polluting the air, but I
tank
septic
on
ESTIMATE
FREE
'
/53-8288
call
or
Hicks
See Sherrill
Mehringer, the shoe stylist for hope you're _befrig nice to our
conditioner, electric heat.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC their respective businesses and after 4:00p.m.
. J29P Thom McAn, put such color
Available first of February. No
world by putting the pollution
professions.
combinations as kelly green some place else."
F NOW THEREFORE, BE IT
pets. Phone 753-9903 or see at 713
• '
"red onion" in his Spring
tractor, 3 point and
CHILD'S ?MTh
F1C
Elm Street.
'
•
FtESOLVED by the ComInPn PLOW FOR Ford
He also brought out an
Jeec line.
nailed courtship
753-3830.
Phone
hitch.
(under 12- years)
Council of the City of Murray,
eight-inch white boot.
MANILA IliPH 12 serving of meat, two I.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
Kentucky, that said Council
-. .....„. courtship is no longer followed
servings of vegetables or
combinationi
house, electric heat, one, car
'house,
express its sincere appreciation
by urban residents, a
1971 HONDA 450 cc, good conSERVICES OFFERED
Alfred L. Seelve--'president sociological study by the State
F1C french fries...$.49. Here or
garage. Phone 753-5898.
and
to
Tuck,
thanks
Richard
1968 BUICK LESABRE 400,
$850.00. Phone 767-2928 of Wolverine w.dita Wide, is University of the Phillippines
dition.
trucking,
go: 7534953.TRIANGLE INN James Rudy Allbritten, Alfred
power and air, vinyl roof, 4 door BULLD07:ER WORK,
F2C showing ha,-Once staid Hush reports,
Lindsey, Howard Koenen, Opal
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
hardtop.64-750:-Ca11527Puppiee-fn • such color comSociologist Belen Meda
WANTED
HELP
or
' Smith and Betty Lowry and by
FINC topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569
bin
9959.
Alione as green and yellow, said shorter courtship periods
Phone 753-3000, this resolution does hereby ex- ARC REGISTERED Apricot „
TFC
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
e and gray and red and imply that city inhabitants no
FOUR DOLLARS an hour. Knapp
press its sincere appreciation and Poodle puppies, male And gray. And he said the tendency longer observe the traditional
The Telephone Geni
1968 PONTIAC GT(), double TAX SERVICE. Leave record: Shoe part-time salesman earn
Apricot,
registered
AKC
thanks for their devoted services. •female.
of youths to wear ordinary consultations with relatives.
.
power, vinyl roof, and bucket for fast preparation. Government ..
because
this much and more
Dated this the 27th day of Poodle stud service. phprte 75.3 work shoes has pushed sales of - the tedious dowry negotiations
information
for
REWARD
$200.00
•
condition.
.
Phone
good
•
rates.
Very
seats.
trained. Reasonable
•
J31C work shoes up 70 per cent.
commissions are higher than
3050.
and the services that the
to arrest and conviction January, 1972.
. investment! Free
$1295.00. Also 1971 Vega, low 753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C ever. No
Verde, an Italian import, , would-be bridegroom had to
COMMON
COUNCIL,
near
house
robbed
who
thieves
of
mileage with air. Phone 753plus
hard
color
bedroom 10'x50' also hit
Free training Irvin Cobb highway. Among
render in the girl's house.
ACTIVE
CITY OF MURRY, KY.
j31p INTERIOR PAINTING. Free equipment!
of materials•
1222.
me. Carpet, built-in combinations
mobile
By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
estimate. Work guaranteed. Can Program! Interested? Write E. items stolen were skill saw, 220
One of the wildest was a laceThirty per cent of all patients
lc stove, sliding glass doors up oxford with a big bump toe
el
'
City of Murray, Ky.
references. Phone 753-r M. Bistow,, Knapp Shoes, electric heater and a box of tools.
'1971 FORD STATION Wagon, furnish
in the past year to
admitted
condition.
Good
room.
living
TFc Brockton, Mass. 02401.
F2P
and two-inch heels. Some were
.129C Phone 1Rstel Elkins.
Country Squire LTD, automatic 3484- Phone 753-&558 after 5:30 p.m. F1 suede, others were suede and a Kentucky's four' psychiatric
ATTEST:
transmission, power steering, INTERIOR, EXTERIOR "DON'TFENCEmein." If that's
C
wetlook crinkle patent in a hospitals have either a primary
brakes and windows. Stereo painting; any size job. All work the way you feel about a 9 to 5 job,
variety of colors and fabrics, or secondary diagnosis of
Stanford Andrus .4'.
CALL
J31C guaranteed. Use first quality Avon is for you. Avon
radio. Phone 753-3078.
Alice- Regensberg of the alcoholism.
Clerk,City of
ay,Ky. ITC TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
. e.
American Footwear Institute
paint. Free • estiniate. Call Steam HepreSentAtIVes -set -their -own
' '
'
t
East NIIII•rfli Oh fIWY:-94. Will reported a renaissance of
1969 CORVETTE COUPE. Todd,753-8495.
February 28( hours, selling ma famous
two-thirds. $135.00. Call classicism including- the
finance
Orange side pipes, one owner,
Call
, products in their spare time.
ESTATE FOR SALE
F1C wingtip in contrasting colors
753-6202pr 753-3648.
For Prices on
$3000.00. Phone 492-8612 or 492-HARRY'S ELECTRIC!! ' now: Collect before 8:30 a.m. or
' and texture, and boots in
J31C Rewiring, Service Changes' after 6:00 p.m. 365-9424 or write
ALL FARM: good location;
8722.
patchwork.
Electric Heat Specialist. No job is Mrs. Janet Kunick, Route 2, Box
butiness or future moestnlre -1963 FORD PICKUP VII. Ex:
23-1/16)135"
She reported'"new interest
at
seen
be
Can
condition.
cellent
al>
1968 CAMARO Super Sport, mag too small. Reasonable rates. 1108
. •., .
One mile
East Murray,
in higher heels, in the classic
136A, Princeton, Ky. 42445. J29C
.009 Thick
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Street.
18th
North
wheels. Excellent condition. Sycamore. Phone 753,proximately 10 acres pasture. 916
blucher, in tied ghillie and
•
e
$1300.00. Phone 753-2882.
.ZFebruary 15C .,FOR A really good job in sales,
J29C 2967.
plates are perfect
These
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
plus
-tassel moccasins
Cozy older
7 room house, NEW WHITE plastic tufted sandals in all shapes, including
.131C
'
1-442-8323."
Paducah,
phone
as
job
WOMAN WANTS live in
no 753-3000 modern. For appointment cal; headboard and frame. Also some on wooden platforms, the for siding or roofing
NICE 1968 Chevelle, 327
to
or
person
companion
elderly
barns, for placing
$1250.00.
miles,
42,000
automatic,
TFC boxsprings and mattress. All for high-heeled Bovver boot and
436-2173.
couple. References available.
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. sneakers in everL color and
;....--..---Phone Joel Griffin, 437-4167. J29C
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texture you can t ink of.
J29C
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WANT • O' BUY F
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white straps
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Florentian underground
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HOME,
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NOTICE

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
available. For information
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal
Savings and Loan, Main Street in
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC
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Celtics Slip By New
York Knicks 122-116

Wage Earners
Should Adjust
Certificates

LOUISVILLE-The Internal
76ers had sliced a 12-point defi- Revenue Service
has urged all
cit to two with 3:09 remaining.
wage earners to adjust their
Philly's Billy Cunningham led income
tax
withholding
all scorers with 39 points while exemption
certificates ( Form
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar had 34
W41- according to the-recently
and Bob Dandridge 30 for the enacted Revenue Act
of 1971.
The Celtics, who blew an 11- Bucks.
Otherwise, many will be subNate Thurmond and Jeff Mul- jected to oversvithhold
point fourth period lead in losing and
ing at New York Tuesday lins teamed for 53 points but it unnecessary reductions in their
. night, squandered a 19-point ad- was Joe Ellis' two free throws take-home pay.
vantage but rallied for a 122-116 in the final 25 seconds that
Mr. Robert J. Dath, District
overtime victory over the locked up the Warriors' 14th Director, Louisville, Kentucky,
Knicks before 15,315 fans Fri- .victory in 15 games after they said new withholding provisions
had squandered a 15-point secday night at Boston Gardens..
of the tax law apply to all wages
"No question, this was an im- ond-half lead.
paid after Janilary-18;1972, and
The loss was the seventh in a
portant one for us," Boston
employees should file , new
row
for
Trail
Blazers,
the
led
Coach Tommy Heinsohn said
exemption certificates as soon
after the Celtics- hiked their by rookie Sidney Wicks' 25 as possible.
lead to 4k2- games over New points and 25 rebounds.
The changes in withholding
Chicago wrapped up its
York in the National Basketball
reflect the increases in the
Association's Atlantic Division. triumph over Phoenix with a standard deduction and in the
Elsewhere, Los
Angeles 31-18 second-period advantage. personal exemption provided by
topped Houston 118-105, Mil- Bob Love paced the Bulls with the 1971 Act,and are designed to
waukee downed Philadelphia 38 points.
eliminate the major cause of
/lot-shooting Baltimore reed.127-118, riOlden- State edged
tmder- withholding that many
off
points
10
straight
the
in
late
Portland 105-102, Chicago whiptaxpayers experienced in 1571.
ped Phoenix 116-102, Baltimore going to clinch its victory over The withholding tax rates are
Cincinnati.
Mann
conJack
held off Cincinnati 132-124, Atadjusted so that single emlanta shot down Detroit 124198, nected on 17 of 27 shots and ployees earning up to $25,000 a
and Seattle .overtoolt. Buffalo -paced-the Bullets with 38- year Ilittinarried employees,
whose spouses are not emLou Hudson scored 30 pobits
All American Basketball Asployed, with earnings up to
sociation teams had the night and Walt Bellamy 24 but Pete 831,000 a year can generally
off awaiting tonight's All-Star Maravich led a third-period expect to have their full tax
surge that broke open a close
Game at Louisville, Ky.
withheld.
White, who blocked a last gamewith the Pistons.
The new law also introduces
Seattle
handed
Buffalo
its
second shot by Earl Monroe in
withholding
-special
the fourth period, ending regu- ninth consecutive home court allowance" for one-job inlation time in a 109-109 tie, defeat by outscoring the Braves dividuals • and families and
scored seven of his 26 points in 38-9 at the foul line.
liberalizes the provisions
overtime. He hit on two 25-foot
governing . additional
shots as Boston broke out of a•
withholding allowances for
114-114 deadlock.
taxpayers who itemize their
John Havlicek led all scorers
deductions(for charities, taxes,
with 33 points, while Nelson, a
etc..
veteran reserve, contributed 26.
Mr. Dath said that, generally,
Monroe and Jerry Lucas topped
an employee should do these
New York with 20 each.
things:
The Lakers rallied from a 19- By THE ASSOCIATED PRFSS
(1) Claim all of the
point first-half deficit to post
Alabama and Tennessee col- withholding exemptions to
their 43rd victory in 50 games lide for the Southeastern Con- which he is entitled for himself,
and 20th in 23 at home.
ference basketball lead tonight spouse, dependents, etc. EmBalanced scoring, headed by while Georgia visits Mississippi ployees who formerly unGail Goodrich's 28 points and in the league's weekly regional dercliamed exemptions in order
to counterbalance the unJerry West's 27, plus solid re- television attraction.
Tennessee, 4-1, holds a one- derwithholding
in
the
bounding by Wilt Chamberlain
system - will
and Happy Hairston keyed the half game edge over the Crim- withholding
comeback as Log Angeles held son Tide, 3-1, which has- won probably find that this is no
the rockets to 41 second-half only one SEC basketball title in longer necessary or desirable.
. _ i.2)_ Claim the new "special
points.. Houston's Elvin Hayes 39 years.
Three other night games are withholding allowance" if
led all scorers with 33 points.
Oscar Robertson and Lucius set in the SEC with Kentucky single and he does not earn
Allen sparked a 9-2 surge that entertaining Louisiana State, more than $25,000; or if
enabled Milwaukee to turn Auburn visiting Vanderbilt and married, his spouse does not
back Philadelphia after the Florida going to Mississippi work and he has only one job
State.
from which he earns not more
Kentucky, seeking its fifth than $31,000.
Kentucky Basketball
straight conference crown, cur3) Claim the "additional
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
rently holds down the third po- withholding allowances" shown
F-iday's Results
sition with a 4-2 record, follow- in the table on the back of the
High School
ed by Ole Miss at 3-2 and Au-__ withholding exemptions cerKarodsburg 85, Boyle Co. 74
burn at 4-3.
tificate (Form W-4) if his
Pineville 71, Barbourville 41
Monday's SEC slate has Ala- itemized deductions are subHoustonville 76, Waynesburg bama at Kentucky,
Florida at stantially larger than the
Mem. 71
Ole Miss, Georgia at Mis- standard deduction.
Maytown 75, Prestonburg 72 sissippi State and
ISU at TenHowever, Mr. Dath suggested
(0T)
nessee while Vandy and Auburn that all single employees who
Hazard 71, Laurel Co, 63
are idle.
earn more than $25,000, and
Bell Co. 110, Redbird 45
married employees who earn
Pilot musical
Lou. Butler 64, Durrett 58
NEW YORK 11.311 - more than $31,000, figure out
Pleasure Ridge Park 79, Valley
Plans are under way for their 1972 tax and withholding
70
production I a new network based on expected earnings for
Adairville 100, Caneyville 63
television musical, series titled the year. Then if their
Harlan 70, Evarts 58
"Clown Town, based on withholding is not sufficient,
Mt. Sterling 68, Frankfort 60
songwriter Gladys Shelley's hit they can increase it in order to
Webster Co. 60, McCreary Co. tune of the same
name.
avoid having to make payments
3510T
The pilot will feature Ethel on a declaration of estimated
So. Ky. Athletic Conf. TournaEnnis and the mr.,ic will be tax. They can do this by unment
written by vliss Snelley. Ethel derclainting their exemptions
Taylor Co. 53, Hart Co. 48
Ennis is th,. latest singing star or asking 'their employers to
Non Tourney
to record "Clown Town," withhold adattional dollar
Athei toil 52, DeSales -43which is on the same -record amounts, or both.
Male 71, St. Xavier 63
with Miss Shelley's "Does It
The IRS is amiling to all
Portland Christian 79, HardiHurt To Love?"
employers a new Employers
nsburg St. Romuald 43
Tax Guide (Circular El which
Christians have venerated
Manual 88, Flaget 81
contains the new withholding
Danville 71, Richmond Madison relics since the 1st century,
provisions and tables and also
says
National
peographk.
64 provides an initial supply of the
Ashland 111, Montgomery Co.
The Battle of Saratoga is new withholding exemption
69
generally
regarded as the certificates which their emBellevue 78, Dixie Heights 77
turning point in the American ployees will need. .
Berea 62,'Burnside 49
Revolution.
Casey Co. 79, Russell Co. 75
Industry researchers
Conner 90, Erlanger Lloyd 70'
estimate that 84 per cent of all
More than no steamboats
Feds-Creek 92, Biiekhorn 81 sank in the Missouri River _Americans over the age of 13
drink soft drinks.
Knox --Central 66, Lynch 54
between 1 R 1 9 and 11197,
BOSTON (AP)- For a while
the Boston Celtics were wondering whether lightning would
strike twice within four days,
3019,11te- and Dave CowerLs took command.

Tennessee,
Alabama To
Meet Tonight

SPECIAL

DRY CLEANING

8? DON CASR
FAVORITE
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GAMES OF 1-31-72:
ALABAMA STATE
38
KNOXVILLE
ATHENS
12
HUNTINGDON
TENNESSEE
_hits!!!._.!_!:.!!
MIDDLE
- 7
:frlikilb0"M
BISHOP
20
PAUL QUINN
tOWL INC GREEN
16
Q.EVELAND STATE
ER
1
BALL STATE
LARSON NEWMAN
10
MILLIGAN
CATAWBA
16
BEIJODNI ABBEY
CINCINNATI
COLORADO WESTERN
DENVER
DrPAUL
EASTERN ILLINOIS
EASTERN KENTUCKY
FLORIDA ASH
FLORIDA STATE
FRANCIS MARION
GEORGE -WASHINGTON
. GEORGIA
GUILFORD
HOWARD PAYNE
.-TNMIANA DEPAPR-L.
JACKSONVILLE-FLA.
KENTUCKY
LeMOYNE OWENS
LOUISIANA TECH
LOYOLA-N.O.
MARYLAND
MARINOUNT
MASSACHUSETTS
H. I, T.
MINOT STA/E
MISSISSIPPI
MONTEVALLO

..1141L14jAD- KI.

,s

4
28
17

OPPONENT
CONTINUED.
ROCKFORD
PARK
BUCKNELL

ittlAtTRIEIC
23
5
16
41
II
&4

."

IRVINE
WESTERN MICHIGAN
ROSE-HULMAN
NEW YORK MARITIME
NOTRE DAME
KANSAS

23
CENTENARY
CHEYNEY STATE
CLAREMONT
COLUMBUS
CUMBERLAND
DENVER

3
17
28
6
-7
11
_.._ 21
20

MARIETTA
W. LOUISIANA
EAST STROUDSBURG
CALIFORNIA TECH
SOUTHERN TECH
FISK
AIR FORCE
WRACK

S.

EARL HAM
1-riassa
EADAILAIRS -SOUTH ALABAMA
16
SO. MISSISSIPPI ,
ELON
15
BELMONT ABBEY
SOUTHERN TECH
11
BERRY
EVANSVILLE
12
KENTUCKY WESLEYAN
S. W. TEXAS
19
TARLETON
FAIRMONT
20
POINT PARK
TEMPLE
DRIXF1 TECH
29
FERRIS STATE
WitYNE-HICHIGAN
TENNESSEE
18
L. S. L.
GANNON
16
WESTERN NEW ENG.
TEXAS SOUINERN
2
GRAMBLINO
GEORGIA
9
GEORGIA TECH
TROY STATE
GRAND VALLEY
:48
SAGINAW VALLEY
UTAH STATE
'
'
C..N.FORNI.A
ILLINOIS TECH
34
LAKE FOREST
VIRGINIA
10
CLEMSON
INDIANA STATE
2
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
WASHINGTON A LEE
26
BRIDGEWATER-VA.
KENTUCKY STATE'
12
NORTHWOOD-INDIANA
W._ NEW MEXICO
IA
SANTA FE
rdniG5 POINT
17
CATHEDRAL
WHITWORTH
WHITMAN
25
LAGRANGE
39
PIEDMONT
_
GAMES OF:2,1.72,
LOG ISLUID
£2
ROESTRA
AKRON
19
BALDWIN WALLACE.
LOUISVILLE
14
MEMPHIS .STATE ALABAMA STATE
20
ALABANA A
M
KARIST
28
BLOOMFIELD
ALBANY-GEORG1A
37
MORRIS BROWN
MERCER
41
EMT VALLEY
AQUINAS
PARKSIDE
14
MIAMI -OHIO
•2
TOLEDO
BAILOR
T. C. ,..
5
MISSOURI WESTERN
1
MISSOURI SOUTHERN
BELHAVEN
2
DELTA STATE
MORRIS HARVEY
25
CONCORD
BOSTON STATE
16
WESTFIELD
NAVY
7
GEORGE WASHINGTON
'CAMPBELLSVILLE
15
PIKEvILLE
NICMOLS-MASS.
18
BRIDGEWATER-MASS.
CITADEL
9
RICHMOND
OKLAHOMA CITY
14
ARLINGTON
COLORADO MINES
14
MEMETE:STATE
. Al. C. COLLEGES 35
HAVERFuRD
OONCORDIA-ILLINOIS 11.
TRINITY. ILLINOIS
ULLA. TEXTILE
34
WAGNER
CREIGHTON
19
ST. THOMAS-MINN.
PRAIRIE VIEW
TEXAS COLLEGE
25
CULVER STOCKTON
2
WESININSTER-MU.
ST. BONAVENTGRE
3
NORTHERN ILLIN01,
DAVIDSON
.12
EAST ',AROLINA
ST. FRANCIS -PA.
I
MIDDLE iENNESSEiDRAKE
7
WEST TEXAS
ST. 10SEPHS-IND.
DrPAUL;
21
EDWARDSVILLE
21
CALUMET
SOUTH CAROLINA
45
STETSON
EMPORIA STATE ._
6
ROCKHURST
SO. CAROLINA ST.
8
WOFFORD
Flo.ENCE STATE
BEAHARD
SPRINGFIELD
28
AMHERST
,FRANKLIN
IP MARION
TEMPLE
LASALL,
10
_GENE-Sp
_
19
ROBERTS WESLEYAN
TEXAS. sounip.x
IS
DULLARD_
GEORGETOWN -KY.
5
THOMAS MORE
POUGALOO
26 '-rtkilsoiA.A - GREEN BAY
26
MICHIGAN TECH
VIRGINIA TECH
CLEMSON
HANOVER
19
ANDERSON
WEST CHESTER
17
KUTZTOWN
HOLY CROSS
18
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
WILMINCION-U.N.C. 30
ST._ANDREwS
INDIANA CENTRAL .11
MANCHESTER
XAVIER-OHIO
5
MILWAtkE
—INDTANA ILCI4
77
WsuoRDIA=INDIANA
YorTICSTOWN
•
• 3Tt
spasm JACKSONVILLE-ALA.
1
LI:IN-cTON STATE
_PENN STATE
6 SA-AbiS F:
SEASONS RECORD, .
MISSED-464.'
.1111.2516
P0I.844
COPYRAHT 1,
72 Ty TIETIE CARR RATINGS SERVICE

Kentucky To Meet
Louisiana Tonight

I

ONE HOUR SERVICE

JUDSON
KANSAS CITY
LAFAYETTE
`LETITtr
LONG BEACH STATE
LOYOLA-ILLINOIS
MARIAN
M. I. T.
MICHIGAN STATE

rEckl

MURRAY
3
WESTERN _KENTUCKY
NIAGARA
12
DAYTON
N. E. LOUISIANA
12
McNEESE STATE
NORTHEASTERN
28
TUFTS
ORAL ROBERTS
29
WILLIAM JEWELL
ST. BENEDICTS
3
DRURY
ST. 8os.utranuar.__._.2s.__seLau FLoRILA
ST. JOHNS-N.Y.
9
RHODE ISLAND

'11'°11 $298181 1:1°Yrti

E t Side of Square

HAWN

3
FORT LEWIS
NICHOLLS-LA.
8
S. E. LOUISIANA
10
SOUTHERN COLORADO
OHIO STATE
IOWA
15
8
OHIO UNIVERSITY
MILWAUKEE
34
V. M. I.
11
S. W. MISSOURI
PACIFIC
17
ILLINOIS STATE
22
EAST TENNESSEE
ST. JOSEPHS-PA,
4
PROVIDENCE
17
PA/NE
SPRING ARBOR
26
DETROIT TECH
24
PAN AMERICAN
TAYLOR
22
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
18
ST. ANDREWS.
TEXAS
I
S. M. U.
5- BALTIMORE
TEXAS
TECH
•
2
ARKANSAS
3
MISSISSIPPI STATE
TRANSYLVANIA
22
DAVID LIPSCOMB
26
Till STATE
PREIFFER
35
ST. FRANCIS-INDIANA
14
ANGELO STATE
UPSALA •
25
DREW
ISFULAHE
_VALDOSTA
SOUTHWESTERN
. 22
16
FURMAN
WDEFORD
9
PRESBYTERIAN
12
ALABAMA
XAVIER-N.0.
68
MISS. INDUSTRIAL
24
LAMBUIN
' GAMES OF 2-2-72:
12
N. W, LOUISIANA
ARMY
6
BUFFALO
7
CHARLOTTE
ASHLAND
ST. VINCENT
16
1
NO, CAROLINA ST.
'ASSUMPTION
13 .SO. CONNECTICUT
9
BETHANY NAZARENE
AUGSBURG
20
ST. MARIS-MINN,'
22
SPRINGFIELD
BARBER SCOTIA
18
LIVINGSTONE
25 7-YESHIVA
BOSTON COLLEGE
5
RHODE ISLAND
16
HURON
BRYANT
35
BARRINGTON
6
FLORIDA
BUTLER
3
VALPARIASO
TENNESSEE TEMPLE
9
CANIS1US
2
COLGATE - -

OFFER

ONE-HOUR
MARTINIZING

FAVORITE
GAMES

•

398
Garmen$
ts

Garments

-Players-Talk --About All-Star
Game Tonight

THE-CARR RATINGS

The Kentucky Wildcats, back
in the Southeastern Conference
race after superlative wins over
Tennessee,. 72-70, and Vanderbilt, 106-80, meet a
rejuvenated Louisiana _State
team at 8 p.m. in Memorial
Coliseum, tonight, Jan. 29.
The Wildcats close their
January home schedule against
Alabama Monday' night before
embarking on four successive
road games against Vanderbilt,
Feb. 5, Auburn, Feb. 7, Ole
Miss, Feb. 12, and Miss. State,
Feb. 14.
Backed into a corner after
road losses to Florida and
Georgia, the charges of Coach
Adolph Rupp battled like
"Wildcats" in upending conference leading Tennessee. The
Wildcats won on a host by 6-foot11 junior center Jim Andrews of
Charleston, W. Va., with two
seconds left in the game.
.
Andrews, the subject of much
criticism after low scoring
games against Florida (1•4
points) Georgia (eight points),
and Tennessee (nine points),
temporarily silenced .his critics
witfla 34-potrit outburst against
Vanderbilt Monday night. That
was the Cat's hottest shooting
ONE HOUR SERVICE
night (61.0 per cent) since they
hit an even 60 per cent in
whipping Miss. State, 102-83,
last Feb.
The Vandy game saw another
* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday,Jan. 31, Feb. 182 chapter written in Wildcat lore
when All-SEC forward Tom
Parker of Collingsville, Ill.,
,scored 17 points, giving him an
even 1,000 career points and
membership in the select -1,000
r! Point Club."
•
The Wildcats, now,30-4 for the
Includes: Skirts, Trousers, Sweaters, Short Jackets, etc.
season and 4-2 in the SEC, must
(.1 set their sights on a dangerous
Free! Mothproofing-Mildew proofing
We have shirt laundry Services here!
151.1 team whose 4-10 season
record and 2-5 SEC standing are
deceptive.

HOUR 'SERVICE

SATURDAY-JANUARY 29,,1972

THE LEDGER & TIMES- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The Tigers floor one of the
country's most physically
awesome front lines, averaging
6-8 and 230 lbs., with seniors Al
Sanders and Bill Newton, and
sophomore Collis Temple.
Sanders leads the conference in
field goal shooting With a hefty
63.3 per cent, 'while Newton is

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AR)-Mel
Daniels saya_
break in tEe waF7litir Arils
Gilmore says tonight's fifth annual American Basketball Association All-Star game is "a
challenge, a chance to show
whit you can do."'
Daniels, a 6-9 veteran from
Indiana, and Gilmore, 7-2
rookie from Kentucky, figure to
Je key men in the nationallytelevised &infest,- the fifth in a
series that stands at 2-all.
Tipoff is scheduled for 8:30
p.m. e.s.t. in Louisville's Freedom Hall.
— —
"It's great to play in a•game
like this," says Daniels, who
will share center duties with
Utah's Zelmo Beaty for the
Western squad.,`..,`Jkilits,really
more of a relaxed break from
the grind of the regular season.
It's a break in the war."
Gilmore, who'll start at center for the high-powered East,
-Says the- duel - he rind fellow
- 4-l'oOkle center Jim MeDaniels of
Carolina will have with Daniels
and Beaty "could prove just
how good we really are."
"It's a challenge playing
against guys like these," said
the towering rookie, who leads
the ABA in rebounding and is
scoring 23 points per game.
"It'll be a real experience."
Gilmore will share starting
duties with forwards Dan Issel
of Kentucky and Rick Barry of
New York, both carrying 31point scoring averages, and

guards Bill Melchionni and
Charles Scott, the latter the
leagUe-rtrip-'it"orer,ritfr-ii
•point average.
Utah Coach LaDell Anderson
will counter with three of his
own team's starters-Beaty,
forward Willie Wise, and guard
Glen Combs-along with Indiana forward Roger Brown
and Denver guard Ralph Simpson, the West's leading scorer
with a 30point average.
Daniels, whom Anderson said
might play alongside Beaty to
combat Gilmore's height advantage, will be joined by West
backup men Wilbert Jones of
Memphii, Wendell Ladner of
Carolina, and Art Becker of
Denver at forwards, and Donnie Freeman and Steve Jones
atlaa's-iiiirFi'edd TZW1s of
Indiana at guards.
..
East Coach Joe Mullaney of
Kentucky will have reserve forwards Julius Erving of Virginia
and John-Brisker of Pittsburgh- - --and guards George Thompson
of Pittsburgh, Warren Jabali
and Mack Calvin of the Floridians, and Louie Dampier of
Kentucky.
"Experience may be a difference at center, but we'll find
out," Anderson said. "Gilmore's getting better all the
time, you know. He's a zone defense -all by himself."
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The game will be telecast to
'70 of the nation's cities by a
special American Basketball
Association network.

Kentucky News Roundup
,

PRESTONSBURG, Ky.( AP )
- A 33-year-old pickup truck
driver was killed Friday night
when his truck was struck by' a
train at a Floyd County crossing at Kentucky 80.
State Police identified the
victim-as LeRoy Hall of Gardner in Knott County,. An investigation is continuing.

for protecting the area's scenic
wilderness while stimulating
the local.economy.
Sen. John Sherman Cooper of
Kentucky and Sen. Howard
Baker of Tennessee are due to
offer legislation soon proposing
an 80,000-acre national park in
the area.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)- A
WASHINGTON 1 APi - A suit filed by the Kentucky Meddelegation of 'conservationists ical Association a year ago
in
from Kentucky' and Tennessee Franklin Circuit
Court:against
has proposed the creation of a Bonco Labs, Inc.,
a wholesale
180,000-acre national park drug firm
at Prospect, has
around the Big South Fork of
been dismissed with KMA ap(Continued from Page 1)
the Cumberland River.
proval.
five points and pulled down a
About 65,000 acres of the park
The suit had asked that Bonsurprising six rebounds. Jimmy, would be in Kentucky, and the
co release names of members
Bramley chipped-11197112r eight
restin Tennessee. The- proposal- tif-the-KIVI A- who
hokl -stock-In'
rwohuinlededLuths
Lacnn
oi the
andatta
k inwgith .was put forward by 14 environ- the
company-. The medical asmental group who believe it sociation said an
ethical queseight and five respectively.
will offer the best opportunity tion had been
raised over phyThe Murray' "B" team
sicians' owning stock in a
captured the preliminary' bout
wholesale drug firm.
by trouncing Sedalia 69-32. The
A KMA official said the.assowin leaves the young Tigers
All stations report cloudy ciation recommended dismissal
with a 10-1 slate for the season.
. skies unless otherwise in- of the suit after Bonco supplied
Jackson and Lane led the
the list of names and -it -was
scoring with 19 and 16 dicated.
learned that no member of the
Nashville
32
respectively while Landoll and
Paducah
21 KMA or his immediate family
Hudspeth each had 13. Dick,
Bowling Green
28 is a stockholder in the firm.
Scott, Shelly and McPherson all
Louisville
23
netted two points.
Lexington
24 Heads cast
The varsity Tigers now stand
HOLLYWOOD IUPII E
Lovnadno
snville
29
at eight wins and five losses for
Dean Jones, star of the defunct
16
the season. Tonight Murray
"Chicago Teddy Bears,- will
Cape Girardeau
19 bead the cast of Walt
faces the improved Calloway
Disney
Covington
13 Productions' "Chateau Bon
County Lakers. The contest, to
Indianapolis
-2
Vivant.- the actor's eighth role
be played in the [Akers' gym
for the studio.
will get underway at 8:15 pm
Sedalia
12 22 18 17-69
Murray
19 24 13 21-77
Sedalia(69)Galloway 12, G.
Whitelow 4, Glisson 8, Cates 9,
McClain 25, Canter 10 and L.
Whitlow 1. •
Murray177)-P. McCuiston
32, T. Mc('uiston 11, A. Lanning
2, Foster 5, Bramley 8, Willis 14
One Group
One Group
and Luther 5.

Tigers ...

the fifth leading scorer with-a
21.8 average.
-Sanders is averaging 16.9
points, while junior college
transfer Steve Chidley, a 6-1
guard, rounds out the Tigers'
double figure scorers with 12.4
points per game.
MU is on a two-game win
streak, beating Georgia, 69-68,
and Florida, 84-73.
Alabama, currently holding
down second place in the SEC
with a 3-1 record, takes on
Tennessee at Knoxville today
before Monday's encounter with
the Wildcats. The Tide, 7-4 for
the season, has won its last four
games.
The Tide leads the conference
in scoring with 89.9 points per
game,and rebounding with'52.7
per game. Wendell Hudson, a 65 senior forward who missed
both games with Kentucky last
year with a broken-arm, is fifth
in SE(' scoring with 21.1 points
per game and third in
rebounding with 12.8 per game.
'dan House, a 6-8 All-SEC
center is scoring 14.9 points and
grabbing 10.7 rebounds per
-game.
Tide coach C. M. Newton, who
(Continued from Page 1)
played on Kentucky's 1951
National Championship team - time-perhaps the people there
is in his fourth year at Alabama should give serious consideraand winless against his alma tion 41 seceding."
meter in six attempts
Other bills passed and sent to
the Senate Friday were:
-HR 75, authorizing the
All • four of the state
psychiatric hospitals operated dumping of septic tanks into
by the Kentucky Department of any public sewage treatment
Mental Health are fully ac- system, in addition to municicredited by the National Joint pal systems as is the case now,
Commission on Hospital Ac- .upon paying a fee of up to $10.
The vote' was 89-3.
creditation.
-1113 84, requiring city clerks
Burton as 131tiebeard'
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HOLLYWOOD IUPII statement concerning assessRichard Burton will-star for
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improvement
s, except in first
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be
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Art.' Johnson.
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Barbara Feldon picked for
pilot
.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Barbara Feldon, for five years
Don Adame co-star in "Get.
Smart," will team with Darren
McGavin in a half-hour
comedy pilot, "Father On • Southside
Trial, at Warner Bros.
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